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Abstract

This thesis looks into factors responsible for the curnnt overhaul in North American
telecommunications and analyzes this overhaul by taking into account regulatory,
technological, and business dimensions. It looks at how innovative ideas in technology
have been transformed into new business models through the influence of risk-prone
capital. It also anaIyses the impact of the emergent new business models on traditionally
dominant players in the industry. This thesis aims at contributing to the existing literature
on technological change and its implications for the evolution of a "networked
economy".
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Chapter One:

Introduction

The extent of transformations in communication industries in North America has
been the center of many recent &bates in both academic and industry sectors.

Undoubtedly, the telecommunications sector has come to epitomize not just change but
also innovation in the field of communication industries at large.
Cumnt transformations in communications spurred by the telecom industry are being
felt across all facets of socio-economic activity, promising more opportunities for
generating wealth. a mom democratic system of information exchange, and more
independent outlets of information.
In the past fifteen years, both American and Canadian telecom sectors have

undergone dramatic regulatory reforms. These reforms, aimed at encouraging
competition, have removed entry barriers to such sub-sectors of the field as long-distance,
local exchange, and wireless telephony. In the l98O7s,the industry experienced two

crucial transformations: a technical shift, and a significant shift in policy. The crucial
technical shift was cligitization, which led to the birth of intelligent networks and

consequently the development of a robust signaling and network management system.
And the significant shift in policy involved deregulation of telecom markets. Via
deregulation, competition was embraced as a superior means of organizing
telecommunication supply as compared with the public and private monopolies of the
past (Mansell, 1993; 3).

A monumental step in this direction was taken in 1984 when 'Ma Bell' (AT&T) was

broken up into seven regional BeLl operating companies (RBOCs). The latter were
mandated to operate local exchange services, while the remaining AT&T was confined to
providing long-distance services. This move, known as the Divestiture of AT&T, opened

door to an m y of new players in long-distance sector, resulting in dramatic cuts in longdistance rates. Local exchange services in U.S.,however, remained closed to competition

until the landmark Telecommunican'onAct of 1996.
After an eight-year delay, similar steps were taken in Canada when the Canadian

Radio-Television and Telecommunication Commission (CRTC) deregulated the nation's
long-distance industry in a landmark decision known as Unitcl-92. Even though the

Canadian telecom sector witnessed emergence of new long-distance camem, the cartel-

like Stentor Alliance' continued to keep Canadian regional carriers within their provincial
borders, barring them h m providing any type of communication s e ~ c eoutside
s
their
operating provinces. On the local exchange front, deregulation was f i s t debated in 1994.
but it took Canadian regulators three years until it became law in M a y 1997~.

With the emergence of the Internet as a viable means of communication, the industry
was confronted with an unexpected and exponential demand for more efficient data

communication networks. Existing telecom networks were originally designed for
transporting voice signals, which to date have proved highly efficient. But carrying
massive amounts of voice,data, and video signals from one point to another at high

'

When Bell Canada Enterprises (BCE)began to set the agenda for provincial canias on how to c o w
business. Stentor's origin dates back to 1931, when Canada's largest common camiersjoined together to
form a cooperative, unincorporated consortium to develop and maintain an all-Canadian,coast-to-coast
long-distance network. Thc consortium was known as the Trans Canada Telephone System (TCI'S). In
1975 TCTS changed its name to Telecorn Canada. And in 1992, as the result of reorganization,it became
known as the Stentor Alliance. Stentor was later dissolved in 1998 (Wilson,1997: 36-37).
TelecomDecision CRTC 97-8, LocaI Competition-Local Unbundling and Interconnection, M a y 1,1997.

'

speeds required more efficient and complex networks. Thus the buzzword "broadband"
was born and added to the telecommunicationsjargon.

Specifically, '%madband"refers to the transport of multiple communication
signals-voice,

data-over one single network aml at very high speeds. One of the

first and, indeed, overarching implications of the Internet for telephone companies as weil

as Internet service providers (ISPs) has k e n a seemingly insatiable demand for more
bandwidth3. The exponential demand for high-bandwidth applications, coupled with

scores of technical requirements, have placed a heavy burden on the networks of
traditionally dominant phone carriers, compelling them to spend huge sums of capital to
upgrade their networks. With the deregulation of markets across the sub-sectors of
telecom industry and the consequent emergence of new entrants, all the players in the
industry gradually became cognizant of the importance of having efficient, modem and
high-speed networks.

Crucial to this realization was the then untapped potential of fiber optic technology.

In fiber optics technology, communication signals are transmitted in the form of light
traveling within strands of glass, instead of electrons traveling through copper, a method
still dominant in many networks. Transporting optical signals over glass has enabled
many communication carriers to dramatically lower their network transport costs and at
the same time increase network capacity substantially. Optical technology has already
driven down the price of moving a bit of information over long distances to 0.006% of
what it was in 1996 (Business Week, Oct. 9,2000: 147). Because the traasport of signals

in the form of light over glass is far more efficient than all the existing methods, optical
The transmission capacity of an electronic line. expressed in bits per second, bytes per second, and Hertz
per second.

technology is poised to provide solutions to many unresolved co~l~munication

bottlenecksSin both corporate and residential markets.

The above changes in regulatory regimes and communication technologies. coupled
with Internet's exponential growth, led to a more competitive telecom environment. On
the other hand, the impact of rapid developments in fiber optic technologies proved
strong enough to lead to the emergence of new business models and thus an increasingly
competitive telecommunications industry.

This study will try to answer the following research question:

What mc the key drivers of innovcrbion in the emergence of new broadband
cornmun&ation pJatfonns in an increasi~~gly
compe&ive Nodh American
te&communications in&&y?

In the above question, I regard the implications of optical-based technologies on the
industry as a vehicle that has given birth to new business models in the field of

In this research question, the term broadband communication platfonn refers to a
new form of business model pertaining to the field of telecommunications. A major
example of such platforms is leased wavelength services. In this model. multiple
wavelengths of light are inserted onto a strand of fiber optic cable, amplifying the

'The term bottleneck in today's telecommunications represents a technical difficulty to provide high-speed
applications b m a phone company's central office or a cabIe carrier's head end to the customer premise.
The distance between central officehead end and the customer premise is known as the last mile. The last
mile has traditionally used copper wire or coaxial cable, which have much less transmissioncapacity than
optical fiber.

existing capacity of the fiber by several fold These platforms are the result of new

technologies, whose entry into market has been supported by risk-prone private capital
that has turned them into new business models. Some of these new business models are
poised to challenge traditionally long-time dominant players in the industry.
The term drivers of immcztionrefers to financial, technical, and regulatory folces

and agents that have influenced the emergence of broadband business platforms.
One of the main drivers of today's dynamic high-tech industry that has gone largely

unheeded by many in academic circles in Canada is the intimate relationship between
innovators of technology and a cash-rich financial industry. This relationship has given

rise to the emergence of a new class of entrepreneurs who have begun to undermine the
positions of many well-established players in the telecom sector. Since 1990, more than
USDS100 billion in ventme capital (VC) funds have been funneled into start-ups, most of

which have been in the areas of telecom equipment manufacturing and communication
senrice provisioning (Business Week, ibid).
The above research question aims to bring fresh perspectives to the debate
surrounding recent developments in an increasingly competitive telecoms industry in
North America The North American telecoms industry here will refer to developments
within the US and Canada. This thesis focuses on the financial and business aspects of

the "new networked economy". It does not deny the socio-political factors related to
technological change and innovation. But this research project is not a social inquiry into
the potential implications of new communication technologies.

The full set of issues affecting today's complex telecommunications industry is so

wide-ranging that addressing all of them would require several volumes. They include
such things as the interconnection of competing networks (encompassing a whole range
of both regulatory and technical issues); difficulties surrounding the deployment of highspeed broadband networks; and open access to broadband pipes by smaller ISPs, to name
a few.
The scope of the issues that I will discuss in this thesis is restricted to the birth of

new broadband commWljcation platforms-that is business models respective to
broadband networks. They can be summarized as follows:
the impact of wide scale deregulation as it was initiated by the 1984divestiture of
AT&T;
the emergence of intelligent networks and their implications for the industry;
how the rise of the Internet in the early 1990's spurred an insatiable need for more
bandwidth and more efficient communication networks;
the passing of TelecomAct of 19% into law;
the resurgence of optical technologies in North America as the savior of
bandwidth crunch;
&regulatory trends in Canadian telecommunications and the state of the
deployment of broadband communication technologies in this country*

I should emphasize that my thesis does not try to provide a comparative picture of
broadband communications in Canada and the United States. However, certain parts of

my discussion refer to the state of broadband technologies with a comparative look

between Canada and its neighbouring country to the south. Some of the topics of
discussion that will include comparative looks are: The emergence of dark fiber as a new

business model (Chapter Four); and the extent of access to venture capital by
entrepreneurs (Chapter Three).

Today,the overarching technological shin in North American telecommunications is
characte&ed by the emergence of non-switched, packet-based, and off-network
technologies. The combination of these technologies enables high-speed connections and

greater throughput for data traffic. This technological shift, powered by deregulatory
decisions, has resulted in a complete overhaul of the existing economics of telecoms and
the birth of new business models.

The significance of the research question posed in this thesis is its ability to
foreground some of the crucially important relationships in the birth of new business
models that have acted as the cornerstone of technological innovation and change. These
relationships are socioeconomic and at times political. The research question, therefore,
opens up some of the dimensions of today's networked economy that have been
continuously neglected in Canadian academic circles. This research project is also
significant for the chcices it offers to policy makers who are interested in the deployment
of broadband communication technologies and their potential implications for the
economy, education system, and community.

The next four chapters address optical-based broadband communication technologies

and the resultant business models. Each chapter is designed to analyze and evaluate
certain aspects of broadband communication techno10gies and the characteristics unique
to their deployment.
Chapter Two provides a background on the deregulation of telecommunications in
Noah America and its outcome for creating competitive markets particularly in longdistance sector. It presents diverging views on the need to deregulate telecom markets. It

also highlights the significance of the TelecommunicationAct of 1996 in U.Sand
Decision 97-8 by the CRTC in Canada. Later it opens a discussion on natural monopoly

theory and analyses motives behind the development of such a system in Canada and the

us.
Chapter Two also demonstrates how changes in technology presented the first threats
to natural monopoly system, particularly to AT&T (i.e. the emergence of Microwave
technology). It then describes how these changes coupled with antitrust concerns led to
the company's eventual divestiture. I later explain how the emergence of digitization

brought new and important changes to network management.
In this chapter I borrow theoretically mainly from:Robin Mansell's models of

alternative telecommunication development; William Melody's views on the changing

face of telecoms in the age of deregulation; and Johanna M Bauer's views on notions of
market equilibrium and disequilibrium. In her models- that she calls "idealist" and
''strategic

"Mansell (ibid: 5-10) talks about market characteristics and their impact on

competition and technological change and the determinants of change- Melody, in turn,

analyzes issues surrounding telecom deregulation and related technologies. Chapter Two
also discusses how the rise of the Internet resulted in the current exponential demand for
high-bandwidth applications and an urgent need for the development and deployment of
high-speed, data intensive networks.

Other issues discussed and analyzed in Chapter Two are dynamics of competition in
Canada, both in the enterprise and residential markets; prospects of competition in
deregulated markets. The chapter ends with a discussion on whether there is a need for
government intervention in Canada in the design and deployment of broadband
communication networks,

The information gleaned from the above literature review helped orient a further
qualitative stage of my research. This latter stage involved interviews and a case study.

Interviews were conducted with some of the leading authorities in North American
telecommunications industry. Their expertise includes: broadband communication
technologies; the relationships between incumbent carriers and their emerging
competitors; and the roles of venture capital firms that have been involved in incubating
numerous start-ups.
Another important part of my research strategy involved gathering information from
professional consulting and market research firms. Such firmsincluded: Pioneer
Consulting, an international market research and analysis firm based in Cambridge,
Massachusetts that specializes in global high-speed telecommunication networks and
technologies; the Yankee Group, based in Boston, Massachusetts which facuses on
telecommunication markets; and RHK a research firm based in San Franciscothat

specializes in the fiber optic sector. Data from these companies, which highlight the most
recent trends in the industry, enabled me to map out a realistic picture of today's
telecommunications. I call the data from these companies 'live data', inasmuch as it
reflects the latest developments and trends in the industry and also because it highlights
their strategic direction.

In Chapter Three, "Innovation in Today's Telecoms", I discuss how ideas behind
new communication technologies are turned into business models and new companies.
My emphasis here is on the role of VCs as economic agents behind the flourishing of new
technologies designed by entrepreneurs. I provide an analysis of Canadian capital
markets respective to funding of new business ideas and initiatives in the field of
telecoms and explore its strengths and weaknesses. To deepen my analysis, I turn
attention to discussions from scholars in this field such as Davis and smith". and Lera.
Chapter Three also looks at how innovative technologies affect established playem
and their dominance in the market. In this discussion I use Christensen's theory of
sustaining and dismptive innovative technologies and apply it to new Internet

technologies that have created new markets for startup companies and disrupted the
dominance of established players.
Another important theme in this chapter is segmentation of the industry. It discusses
how deregulatory policies and private capital have contributed to the emergence of
subsectors both in the carrier and telecom equipment vending sectors. This section also

analyzes why established players in telecoms regard VC-funded statups as additional
sources of revenue that can help established players further consolidate their position in
I am mfaing to Charles H.Davis and Richard Smith's article entitled "Management of Technology and
Technological Change in CanaAA. Learning and Teaching Innovation and Compctitivencss" in Developing
TechnologyMumgem in the Pacific Rim, by Karen Minden and Wong Poh-Kam (eds.), ME.Sharpe, 1995

the market Chapter Three ends with a discussion on the role of academia versus market

forces in the development of innovative technologies and the need for incumbent forces
in the industry to accommodate themselves to changes in technology.
Chapter Four can be considered the cornerstone of this research project. It describes

the new business models in today's telecommunications, and looks into the economic and
strategic values of each model. The models discussed in this chapter include hrkfiber,
leased lambda (wuvelength),and co-location of telecommunication equipment.

Chapter Four looks at Internet traffic growth and issues surrounding measuring its
growth. It then provides a brief description of fiber optic technologies and explains their

significance in the overhaul of current telecommunication networks.
Starting with the dark fiber model, Chapter Four tums its attention to the description
and analysis of specific new business models in North American telecommunications. It

then sheds light on the CRTC's and FCC's policies on dark fiber and explains the
diffmnces between the Canadian and the American regulatory agencies concerning this
model. In this section I also provide an analysis of how dark fiber model has enabled
emerging communication carriers to launch services and compete with incumbent
carriers. This section also provides diverging views from industry observers and
executives on the benefits and implications of dark fiber for the telecom industry.
Optical wavelength services is another major new business model affecting the
economics of telecommunications. This section foregrounds the importance of dense
wavelength division multiplexing @WDM) technology in the development of
wavelength services and off-

two platforms from which they can be provisioned.

Taking into account advances in DWDM technology, I provide an analysis of demand
elasticity and its relation to bandwidth growth.
An important part of Chapter Four is devoted to the analysis of deployment of these

new business models in Canada and the debates surrounding them. Hm I create a fonun
by bringing different viewpoints from different sectors of the industry including
government-supported organizations Like CANARIE involved in the deployment of
broadband communications technologies.
Co-location is the last major business model discussed and analyzed in this section.
This model involves provisioning of central office space to a variety of communication
carriers in need of additional space to locate their communication equipment. This is due
to divenification of communication d c e s markets fueled by deregulatory policies of
recent years. In this section I discuss two main existing models in co-location business
and highlight the important elements in successfd functioning of the model. I later
discuss what factors have led to sophistication of co-lo business over the past year.
Chapter Four later tums its attention to the current state of broadband technologies and
advances made in their deployment. For example, it facuses on different access
technologies and their evolution since the emergence of the Internet as a viable means of
communication. It then introduces more advanced broadband technologies and presents
the prospects for their deployment by reflecting viewpoints from industry experts.
Other important issues taken up in Chapter Four include bandwidth glut and the
emergence of metropolitan area networks (MANS).The former debate refers to recent
concerns in the industry about the massive deployment of optical infkastructm in recent
years, prompting some industry observers to suggest that supply in bandwidth has far

outstripped demand and could tum bandwidth into a cheap commodity. And the latter
issue is about the importance of building broadband networks in densely populated
metropolitan anas and the need to equip them with latest optical-based broadband
communication technologies due to concentration of Internet traffic in these areas.
Chapter Five provides a case study of a next generation carrier involved in new

business models discussed in Chapter Four. This carrier is Level(3) Communications
based in Broomfield, Colorado. The study highlights the interrelation of forces of
technological innovation and technological change. These relationships are closely
associated with deregulation of telecom markets and the presence of grounds conducive
to technology adoption in the market place. Issues discussed in this case study include the
company's network architecture, description of its products and s e ~ c e sand
, network
management. I will then analyze the company's business practices in the context of
innovative technologies in a deregulated telecom environment.
Chapter Five also involves a discussion on the role of government-supported, central
planning bodies and market forces in the development of standards in new technologies.

In the course of the case study, interviews with the company's senior executives proved
instnunentaI in conducting the case study. Chapter Five closes with a look at the potential
ramifications that next generation carriers' business model holds for traditionally
incumbent carriers.

As the global economy -with all its associated socio-economic benefits and
unpredictability-

continues to take shape, governments the world over are increasingly

turning their attention to their communications infhstructure. The importance of
deregulating national monopolies and upgrading telecommunication networks by

governments stems from the role of communication networks in successfidly managing

modem economies. Undoubtedly, Canada and the United States, with their world-class
telecom infrastructure, have proved to be the torchbearers in this field.

Today. advanced communication networks are not only needed to provide voice and
data savices, but also to conduct a range of businesses, and the exponential growth in e-

commerce activities only attests to the role of the emerging 'networked economy'. With
this thesis project, therefore. I hope to contribute to developing a bmer understanding of
the importance of networked economy, and in the process, fill a neglected academic gap

in the field of communication studies in Canada.

Chapter Two:

Deregulation and Competition

2.1 Regulating Telacam

The transformation of tetecom industries from public utilities to commercial entities
is the most significant aspect of change in today's telecommunications environment. This
particular aspect has been the target of heated debates. Some consider this transformation
natural given today's forces of globalization and the urge by govemmcnts to keep their
economies competitive both on regional and global levels (Geller, 1993: 21).

But there are critical scholars who think that opening telecom networks to wide-scale
competition heralds the fiee flow of capital, which could result in growing divisions
between the world's rich and poor (Babe, 1995: 207). Mosco echoes a similar view. He
(1988: 117) calls deregulation a reconcentration of power and argues the end result of this

process may be excessively fmgmented markets that fail to provide necessary
coordination, guidance, or planning for the new arena. Further, Mosco argues that this
may lead to a reconcentration of power in the hands of industry leaders.

To others, on the other hand, telecommunication is an important sector in most
economies, which is in need of significant investment by the private sector if
development goals are to be met (Melody, 1997: 14). And there are scholars who argue
that the efflorescence of new communication services as a result of technological
convergence will erode the traditional notion of "universal service" as we know it today
(Mueller, 1997: 174).

However, the ov-hing

question in today's aggressively deregulated telecoms

remains to be a n s w e d How to devise a flexible regulatory structure for the new
telecoms? In this regard Mansell (1996:187) rightly argues that the degree policy makers

are able to maneuver within the boundaries of technical and structural constraints vary
substantially through time. That is to say, we cannot create the perfect and the most
desired policy and regulatory structure for the new telecommunications, and leave it
untouched for, say, another twenty or thirty years. especially with today's constantly
evolving market forces. It is fair to say that in devising a new telecom regulatory model,
what remains certain is the continuity of dynamism in elecoms fueled by the emergence
of new technologies as well as new business models.

2 . 2 Natural Idopopoly Theory

Historically, most governments have viewed the new telecom senrice possibilities
primarily as government owned or regulated public s e ~ c e snot
, services to be supplied
by private businesses in normal markets (Melody, ibid: 13). This view has been adhered
to most seriously in Nordic countries of Europe,and in Canada, where not just telephony,
but also all other forms of communication technology have been viewed as important
tools in nation building.

In his detailed work on the history of the development of telephone system in the
United States. Milton Mueller Jr. (1997) outlines how the natural monopoly concept was
developed and implemented by the U.S. governments and reguIators. As a theory, natural
monopoly was the product of a new school of political economy. This view held that
competition in certain industries was destructive and inefficient and ought to be

superseded by govemment regulation (Muellet, ibid: 12). The ultimate justification for
this theory was not scale economies but the necessity of a unified service.

The development of a natural monopoly system in the US involved the regulation of
private monopolies as a means of avoiding the substantial amount of investment capital
by the govemment needed to supply the service, and thus limit the growth of government
bureaucracy. The natural monopoly model was fhrther consolidated in the US, when in

1893,AT&T Chairman Theodore Vail convinced state governments that a regulated
monopoly with a universal service obligation was a b e a r model to adopt. In this way,
AT&T was able to attract all the capital it needed for growth and modernization, and was
the primary s o m e of new technologies in the field through the Bell Labs' (Melody, ibid).

It should be noted that Vail's policy of "universal service" was not based on a grand

social vision with the aim of making basic communication services available to all
Americans. Rather, it was a politically economic response to the then emerging dual
service model mainly as the result of the entry of non-Bewindependent companies into

telephony services. As Mueller explains, the term 'universal service' had never appeared
explicitly before that time; neither had anyone inside or outside of the Bell System
publicly defined such a comprehensive vision of the telephone industry and the respective
mIes of Bell,the independents, and the government. The term entailed the elimination of

hgmentation and the unification of telephone service under regulated local exchange
monopolies (Mueller, ibid: 92).

'

Bell Labs remained the R&D and equipment arm of AT&T until 1996, w k n it was spun off and became
independent of AT&T and began to be pubticly traded in financial markets. That arm today is known as
Lucent Technologies (Bell Labs Innovuzho~~p).

In Canada, Babe (1990: 137-49) explains how in the telephony sector 'natural

,

monopoly' revolved around three underpinnings: first, reputedly vast and inexhaustible
economies of scale; second, the claim that 'service universality' can best be achieved
through system wide cost averaging and cross-subsidization; and third, the doctrine of
'system integrity' (maintenance of high service standards through end-to-end control).
For decades, private and publicly owned phone companies in Canada claimed that

-

through cost-averaging and cross-subsidization - their services were able to cover
sparsely settled geographic regions and =ached demographically lower-income groups.
Cost-averaging meant that the entire operating territory was treated as one unit. And
cross-subsidization referred to subsidization of a region, service, or subsciiber group by
another. As to their claim on service universality, phone companies argued that
competition undermines service u~versalitybecause entry by competitors centers on the
most lucrative markets, which will invariably drive prices towards cost and will leave the
phone company insufficient b d s with which to cross-subsidize highcost regions and
disadvantaged subscriber groupings (Babe, Ibid: 139).
On the contrary, as Babe demonstrates, Bell Canada's pricing scheme for northern

communities was primarily based on distance. Given the small size of most isolated
northern communities, residents there found the long-distance network to be at least as
important as local exchanges were to southerners (Babe, Ibid: 141). Moreover, because
the distances separating the communities are vast, Bell's distance-based pricing scheme

made telephone communications in the north very expensive. In 1984, for example, for
its full territory Bell Canada received only CDNS291 in long-distance charges per main

station, while in the eastern Arctic it received CDN$917.16 per main station (Babe, Ibid).

As to the 'universality of service', a policy of parsimony by Bell Canada was

responsible for a slow and unabated deterioration in rural service through the period
1940-70. In the 1950s, for example, Bell's operations were mainly fofused in the vibrant,

urban marlcets where 92 per a n t of its telephones were located In contrast, only 42 per cent of independent companies' telephones were located in urban and 50 per cent of them
in rural markets (Babe,Ibid).

Therefore,as Babe clearly demonstrates, the three historic pillars supporting the
doctrine of 'natural monopoly' in Canadian telecommunications grew frail to a point that
today they hardly make sense. With the deregulation of long-distance sector and the
opening up of local exchange markets to competition, the main challenge for Bell as well

as other incumbent phone companies has been how to reinvent themselves for the age of
competition and deregulation.

2.3

Regulated Mo~opoliemt Walking on Thin Ice

Despite the immunity granted by the law and lawmakers, the AT&T monopoly later
proved susceptible to challenges posed by advances in technology. The first cracks in the

edifice of the incumbent monopolist AT&T, came with the developments in microwave
technolo& in 1946. Microwave technology is a transport medium in the form of
electromagnetic wave. It vibrates at lGiga Hertz and above and -1s

only in straight

lines. It also needs to be strengthened after traveling certain distances. Its applications

'Microwave ~cchnologieswere used to provide d o g , rather than digital, commuaication
time (Mansell, Ibid).

SCMCCS

at this

include communication satellites, PCS cellular systems, and wireless local area networks

Ws).
At the time of its introduction, microwave technology enabled AT&T's competitors
to bypass the incumbent's physical infkastxucture and provide private line, including
long-distance semices. Cognizant of the technology's lucrative potential, microwave
equipment manufacturers and potential private system operators argued that adequate
frequencies were available and that there was no reason for the FCC to protect the
economic interests of the existing incumbents. In July 1959, the FCC concluded that
adequate microwave frequencies existed and made microwave frequencies generally
available to private users upon application (McNamara, 1991: 28). For AT&T, this
simply translated into loss of revenue.
AT&T responded by attempting to integrate microwave capability into its network
and offered a new service to its customers that deprived them of incentives to build their

own private microwave systems. The new service called ~ e l ~ provided
a k ~ large discounts
to users of groups of private lines. High volume users gladly accepted the Telpak rates
and abandoned plans to build private systems, later becoming AT&T supporters in future
regulatory hearings (McNamiua, Bid: 29). But the technology was later adopted and put
into use by its future competitors, most particularly by the Microwave Communications
Integrated (MCI). MCI later played an instrumental role in challenging the AT&T in

long-distance markets and eventually in bringing about the divestiture of the incumbent.

In 1969 AT&T began to face direct competition from MCI when the latter was permitted
to operate the first competitive long-distance =Nice. This was a blow to AT&T since
Telpak A offered a discouut of 5 1 per cent for the use of at least 12 lines; Tclpak B o f f i a discount of
64% to users of at least 24 lines; Telpak C offered a discount of 77%to users of at least 60 lines; and
Telpak D offered a discount of 85%to users of at least 240 lines.
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MCI did not have to carry the same burden of providing local service. In effect, MCI

could take the most profitable long-distance customers without having to cross-subsidize
these profits to cover the costs of local service. At the time, for a long-distance call made

in the Bell System, "60to 70 per cent of the charges were returned to the local telephone
company as a fomr of subsidy to keep local rates low and to make telephone service
affordable" (Noll, 1997: 81). This gave MCI a competitive advantage over AT&T.

In 1972 MCI began operating a commercial private line service between St. Louis

and Chicago. The private line service continued until MCI launched Execunet in 1975.
Execunet was an intercity and the first dial-up switched service introduced by a long-

distance phone company in competition with AT&T (Newton, 1994: 411). The FCC,
acting upon a Bell complaint, found that MCIIs Execunet service exceeded the company's

operating authority. However, the FCC later declared AT&T's complaint unlawful and
adopted a registration system that enabled non-Bell equipment to be attached if it
presented no potential harm to the network. It was this decision that fully opened the
customer premises equipment (CPE)market to competition4.
AT&T's anti-competitive responses to companies such as MCI and its attempts to
suppress their newly adopted technologies p a t l y concerned the government (Head et al,
1994: 107). At the center of this concern was AT&T7stransfer of revenues fiom its

monopoly local telephone service to help pay for development of unregulatedservices.

This practice meant that home telephone users were subsidizing AT&T ventuxes into new
services for big business users (Head, Ed). In November 1974 the Department of Justice
brought suit to break up the Bell System on antitrust grounds. AT&T responded to the
4

Because of court challenges by AT&T, however, the decision did not go into effect until 1978

federal suit with its traditional argument that it was immune h m antitrust suits because it

was pervasively regulated at the state and federal levels, and requested that the suit be
dismissed (McNamara, Ibid: 41). Throughout years of legal wrangling with the

Department of Justice and a year-long court battle, AT&T never admitted to wrongdoing.
To have done so would have opened the company to countless suits from competitors
claiming illegal business practices and financial ham. In the face of heavy pressure, and
the likelihood that litigation would drag on for years. AT&T agreed to be broken up.

Finally, a consent decree settled the case in 1982(Head, Ibid). The consent degree is also
known as mudifiedfinal judgment.

The consent decree divested AT&T of its regional Bell operating companies
(RBOCs) and limited AT&T's operations to long-distance services. AT&T was allowed
to continue ownership of its worldrenowned Bell Labs. Today, as the result of wide

spread de~gulationadopted in Telecommunication Act of 19%, FtBOCs have dwindled
in number to three. Table 2.1 shows the original RBOCs at the time of divestiture and

their present status.
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AT&T's divestiture heralded a new era in the lucrative long distance sector. The

market witnessed the emergence of an array of new carriers providing customers with
discount prices. MCI, Sprint (a spin-off of United Telecom that was jointly owned and

operated by GTE),and Long Distance Discount S e ~ c e(LDDS),
s
which gradually
evolved into today's Worldcorn, were examples of some of the most successful long-

distance carriers.
Despite the significance of the AT&T breakup, deregulation did not offer any new
services to consumers based on any new technology. As I indicated in the previous

chapter, the local exchange markets were kept closed to competition, leaving end users,
both residential and corporate, to only one l a d y dominant canier. Also, technical
innovations in digital networks were limited to improvements in signaling systems and

I

network management These also did not induce any competition either in long distance
or local exchange.
The substantive changes to communication laws came with the landmark
TeZecommunicmionAct of 19%. This legislation involved complete overhaul of the

earlier Communication Act of 1934' and removed all the remaining barriers to
competition. Aufderheide (1999: 62) puts it astutely in context: "the 19% Act f k t
addresses telecommunication issues, then mass media issues-first

in broadcasting, then

in cable. It then proceeds to address implementation issues and introduces new regulatory
features regarding obscenity, indecency, and violence on both telecommunications and
media services."
Throughout the Act, most attention was given to wired telephony and the
development of broadband networks and services. The FCC was mandated by Congress
to evaluate and examine the state of the deployment of broadband networks and
provisioning of related s e ~ c eto
s Americans (Section 706 of the Act). The FCC also

became the responsible body for presiding over implementation of laws governing
interconnection of competing networks. Many of those laws have since become obsolete

as the result of developments in fiber optic technology, or have been part of legal
wrangling among competing parties. Some of the main themes of the Act are as follows:
Opening of local exchange markets to competition;
Unbundling of network elements (UNEs) by the incumbent common caniers;
Open access to high-speed networks by smaller and nonfacility-based BPS;

Universal service laws and the definition of basic telecommunication services;

'The Communication Act of 1934 had led to the creation of the Federal CommunicationCommission
(FCC).

Laws governing entry of RBOCs into long-distance services (Section 271).

The passage of the Act into law was immediately followed by a torrent of mergers
and acquisitions, which continue to consolidate the industry (W Table 2.1 for example).
Also, both communication service provider and equipment vendor sectors have evolved
into new specialized segments. The communication s e ~ c provider
e
sector has given
birth to such sub-sectors as broadband access providers, application d c e providers,
network service providers, and content aggregators, to name a few.

In tum,the telecom equipment-vending seaor has also witnessed the ewrgence of
vendors specializing in specifically selected markets. Their target market includes

densely populated metropolitan areas and/or multi-dwelling units (MDUs) in both
residential and business markets. There are also equipment vendors today in the fiber

optic space that target edge n e ~ r hthat
, is, their focus is on the portion of the optical
network that sits between the core backbone and access part ofthe network.

Between the 1920s and 1970s the telecom equipment sector in much of the world
was dominated by a handful of manufacturers protected from competition by the

exclusive purchasing practices of the PTOs. Cawson (in Mansell, 1993: 16) calls them a
club or cartel. During this period, the equipment cartels brought about improvements in

the quality and capacity of the public t~le~mmunication
networks that had little effect in

destabilizing the traditional carriers' pasition in the market In the late 1970s and early
1980s, the industry went through a radical technical shift with the arrival of digital

technologies. The arrival of these technologies provided a much-needed boost to network
paformance and enhanced signaling systems6. The PTOs welcomed the technology and

began to diffuse it throughout their national networks.
Digital services are based on the conversion of information, voice, data, image and

text into binary codes. which can be recognized by computers. Thm main components of
the telecommunication network have been affected by the digitization of the
telecommunication network: switching, transmission, and terminal equipment (Mansell,
Ibid). The digital paradigm enabled high-speed processing and transmission. Its
innoduction, as Mansell puts it, was a radical, and perhaps even revolutionary innovation.
This development exposed the AT&T, as the dominant service provider, to competition

and thus the loss of market share. The loss of market share occurxed as large
corporations, taking advantage of digital technologies and the resultant intelligent
networks, built their own private networks (Mansell,Ibid).
Conceptualiy, the intelligent network was born in the United States in 1985 and

pioneered by Bellcore (Bell Communications Research) at the q u e s t of Amentech, one
of the RBOCs. Bellcore was jointly owned by the RBOCs until 1997'. The term
'intelligent network' (IN) refers to a network that allows functionality to be distributed

flexibly at a variety of nodes on and off the network and allows the architecture to be
modified to control the services (Newton, Ibid: 542-3). An IN has the following

characteristics: (a) distributed call-processing capabilities across multiple network
Today's dominant signaling system, SS7. which enables voice mail. caller ID. d other advanced
fatures, became possible with digital technology. For a detailed discussion on SS7, see Hamy Newton's
Neuron's Tclecom Dicrionary by Flatiron Publishing Inc.
Eighty percent of the U.S.tclsommunicatious network depends on sothare invend, developed.
implemented, or maintained by Bellcore. In 1997, Bellcore was acquired by Science Applications
International Corporation (SAIC), one of the world's largest providers of systems integration and program
management. Later the combincd organization was renamed Telcordia Technologies (www.telcordia.com).

modules,(b)real-time authorization code verification, (c) one-number seNices, and (d)
flexible private network services (Newton, Ibid).

The goals behind the development of intelligent network were:
to help establish equipment and interface standards to give the RBOCs the widest
possible choice of products;
to create opportunities for non-RBOC providers to offer s e ~ c ethat
s would
stimulate network usage;
a to inmase the rapidity of new service introduction;
to encourage the development of competitive equipment and products;
to open the public network to greater use by non-RBOCs.

In the process, the term 'intelligent network' gained currency in the technical and trade
literature (Mansell, Ibid: 19-20).

Mansell raised the question whether the implementation of the intelligent network
will create opportunities for the restructuring of the telecommunications market- The
answer arrived in the events after the Telecommunication Act of 1996. After a decisive
overhaul of communication laws the market witnessed the emergence of new service

providers and new telecom equipment makers. As already indicated, despite its great
contributions to network operations and development of an advanced signaling system,
digitization and the resultant intelligent networks did not bring about competition in the

market. And the emergence of new service providers was limited to the long-distance
domain, which became possible through the breakup of the AT&T monopoly in the court
of law, not through digitization.

The only new class of senrice providers to emerge as a result of the technological

advances of the 1980s was competitive access providers (CAPS). CAPs operations were
limited to providing alternative point-to-point digital access channels through their own

mettopolitan fiber builds. CAPs were not allowed to provide switched services,as it was

only the RBOC territory. The leading CAPs in the late 1980s and early 1990s were
Metropolitan Fiber Systems (MFS),which was acquired by Worldcorn in 19% and
Teleport Communication Group mCG) acquired by the AT&T in 1998.

2.5 Caaadian Derogulatioa: Feeling the US E f f e c t s

Due to its immense size and large population, the US has consistently exerted
considerable influence on the Canadian economy. And telecommunications has not been
exempt from the scope of this influence. In fact, the late former Canadian Prime Minister,

Pierre Trudeau, once remarked that for Canada living next to the US was comparable to a

mouse sleeping alongside an elephant, and that the mouse had to be very attentive to the
elephant's movements lest it tum over in the night (Wilson, 1997:173).

In a harbinger of more dramatic deregulatory decisions to come, the CRTC in 1978
permitted Canadian National and Canadian Pacific (CNCP)to interconnect with then

federally regulated telecommunications companies (BellCanada, BC Tel, etc.) to provide
private leased senices. However, CNCP was not allowed to enter the long distance
business (Crandail and Waverman, 1999:38). As we saw in Chapter One, the first
tangible move by Canadian regulators toward deregulation was made in 1992, when
Unitel, as the fint competitor. was permitted to enter the long-distance sector. The
legislation is known as Unite1 Decision (Competition in the Provision of PIcblic Long
Distance Voice Telephone Services a d Related Resale and Sharing Issues, CRTC 92-

12). A year following the Unite1 Decision, a new TelecommunicationAct was passed,

which enshrined federal jurisdictional sovereignty over all telecommunications (Crandall
and Waverman, 1999: 39).
Five years after the Unitel Decision, and a year after the US T e l e c o m m ~ i c ~ACZ
on

of 1996, Canadian regulators opened the local exchange market, the most monopolized
sector of the Canadian telecom industry. This opening became possible in a significant
fegislative overhaul of communication laws known as Decision CRTC 97-8, Local
Competition-Locd Unbundling and interconnection. Similar to the 19% Act in the

United States, Decision 97-8 deals extensively with the opening of local markets into
competition. In order to promote competition in local exchange markets and broadband
services, the Decision mandates both C A W Sand incumbent phone companies to open
their high-speed lines to not just CLECs but also to small ISPS*. Unlike the 19% Act,

which leaves provisioning of optical dark fiber among carriers &tariffed, Canadian
legislation imposes strict regulations on it (Decision 98-1 1).Another major difference
between the two legislations (1996 Act and Decision 97-8) lies in the laws governing
long-distance services. The 1996 Act imposes a 14-point checklist on the RBRBOCs
(Section 271) to gain entry into long-distance markets both in their regions and outside.
Whereas the incumbent provincial carriers in Canada had always been active in the
provisioning of long-distance services in their operating province(s). And there are no
guidelines imposed on Canadian incumbent carriers in o&r to expand their longdistance services beyond their incumbmcy. It is very important to note that was a
fundamental difference in the process of deregulating telecom markets in Canada and US.

'

CRTC OIQr 2000-983 and Decision 99-1 1 mandate phone companies and cable carriers rrspcctivcly to
open their network facilities to small ISPs. Order 2000-983 gives providers of digital subscriber line (DSL)
services the same interconnection benefits as CLECs. Also. Decision 99-11 mandates all incumbent cable
carriers to provide resale of their high-speed Internet services at retail prices to small ISPs.

The process of deregulation in t5e US was the result of legal pressure and lawsuits
launched against dominant players, namely the AT&T. Whereas in Canada the opening
of telecoms into competition was not just influenced by developments in the US but also
it was the realization by businesses and regulators alike of benefits of open markets.
Since Decision 97-8, Canadian telecommunications has witnessed a great deal of
dynamism. Today,the Canadian telecommunication industry is a CDN$36.701 billion
market and is projected to grow into a CDN$49.749 billion dollar by 2003 (see Table
2.2). These figures include segments of the industry such as wireless, consumer ISP,

basic data, enhanced data, satellite, long-distance, and local exchange.
But the current dynamism in Canadian telecoms has failed to bring about significant
transformations in the industry landscape. The local exchange market, for example, has
remained virtually untouched, especially in the residential markets. The only significant
attempt at bringing competition to residential local exchange markets was made by Sprint

Canada, a subsidiary of Call Net Enterprises. In 1999, Sprint Canada started offering
competitive local telephony to residential customers in ~bmnto,Montreal, and Calgary.
Having experienced significant expenditures and a low return on margins, the company
curtailed significantly its operations in residential local markets. This move plunged
Sprint Canada into its worst financial crisis, resulting in the overhaul of its management

team at highest levels9. Sprint Canada has once again tumed its focus to business data
markets (Angus Telemanagement, Nov. 13,2000). Other examples of efforts in bringing
competitive local exchange services to residential consumers include the cable carrier
Videotmn in Quebec, which is conducting trials in competitive local senrice over cable.
Philip Bates, Sprint Canada's then president and Chief Opnating Ofiicer (COO), Icfi the company to
launch Riptide Networks, a metro carrier's carrier in Toronto. In late October 2000, due to serious lack of
access to capital. Riptide Networks declared bankruptcy.

Also, in Nova Scotia cable companies are providing voice communications over their
cable plant (Ian Angus).

Unlike the local exchange sector, deregulation has had starkly different results for the
Canadian long-distance sector. Canadians have continuously enjoyed the benefits of
significant reductions in long distance rates both by the incumbent provincial carriers and
interexchange carriers ( I X C S Fierce
' ~ . competition in Canadian long distance has
resulted in reduction in the sector's market size from CDN$8.3 billion in 1998 to CDN$7
billion in 2000. This continuous reduction will make the sector a CDNSS.4 billion"
market in 2003 (Paul DeLottinviUe & Associates, 2000: 61). With the Internet
positioning itself as a global medium for communications and commerce, Canadian
individuals and businesses find themselves increasingly dependent on Internet-enabled,
data-intensive applications to facilitate interactive transactions and disseminate
information. This trend, in consequence, has made Canada the country with the highest
percentage of Intemet users in the world.
According to a study by PricewaterhouseCwpers (November 2000)' regular Internet

users in Canada comprise 48.2 per cent of the population. This includes business,
educational and home Internet users. The same study reports that 22% of Canadian
households using the Internet have high-speed access. The 22% represents access to
xDSL and cable modem technologies, the two main dominant broadband access
platforms in residential markets. The US households with Internet access comprise 43%
of the population. Moreover, as Canadian providers of broadband services increase in

lo

A widely used term in the industry chat ref- to a long-distance carrier.
Thesc figures represent total residential and business longdistance markets.

number12, demand for network infiastructme connectivity and capacity will continue to
accelerate. This translates into a big urge to make broadband services available more
broadly.

l2 Somc CRTC regulations enable non-facility based providers of cornmunic~tion
services to get into
broadband service provisioning by relying on the incumbents' idhastructure.
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The current status of Canadian telecommunications suggests that it is poised for a
steady growth in various areas of the new economy. Even though businesses will enjoy
more competitive service offerings, residential markets will also have choices, though the

same could not be said for local exchange markets. The biggest growth area in Canadian
telecoms will be in the wiieless sector, particularly in wireless applications. More
Canadian consumers use their wireless phones and other wireless devices to receive and

transmit information and engage in other activities such as ~hopping'~.
High-speed
wireless is another emerging area with residential and small businesses as its main target
areas. High-speed wireless could be looked upon as a viable and competitive broadband

access platform against cable camers, phone companies, and other DSL-based ISPS".
On the regulatory front, the CRTC will continue to deregulate the market place as

specific sectors of Canadian telecoms demonstrat's signs of maturity for more
competition. However, provincial governments' intemention in devising strategy for
broadband communications remains a problem that runs counter to the goals and the
spirit of deregulation. For example, the recent CDN$300 million Alberta SuperNet
contract awarded to Bell Intrigna Consortium by the government of Alberta is perhaps

"

Perhaps the best example in this area is the recent announcement of a trial run of location-based wireless
suviccs between ClearNet Communications (now part of TELUS) and Lucent Technologics Canada Based
on this trial, wireless devices will find a nearby banking machine, report on local traffic conditions, or
search the Sympatico-LycosYellow Pages directory for businesses (Angus Telemanagement, Nov. 13,
2000).
Is The Toronto-based MaxLink Communi~8tio~1~
(www.mulinksom) was one of the leading names in this
area. Due to lack of access to sufficient funding, the company later went bankrupt.

the best recent example of such intervention by a provincial government. Bell Intrigma is
the Western telecom arm of Bell Canada Enterprises (BCE).The consortium includes

such other major technology players as Axia Netmedia, Cisco Systems, and Microsoft.
Upon completion, the initiative is expected to connect 422 communities in rural Alberta
to the information superhighway.
Strange about such government intervention is that the number of years it has taken,
and the amount of money spent on devising a &regulatory policy for the country's

telecommunications industry should has not made it clear to many that the goal of
deregulation was not to encourage govemment intervention in devising strategy for
broadband communications.

Seen h m another angle, as Earnon Hoey (Chairman and President, Fox-Hoey
~onsultin~'?
suggests, awarding of SuperNet project to Bell Canada was a meticulously
designed business strategy by Bell Canada Enterprises (BCE)to expand its operations
into western Canada. Hoey adds that, since deregulation of local exchange markets,
setting a foothold in the west was a longtime BCE goal and SuperNet was the best
potential opportunity for the company to consolidate its presence in this part of the
country. Hoey suggests that BCE achieved its goal under the pretext of "connecting
communities" in Alberta.
Then are two other significant developments in Canadian telecoms that deserve
attention, for they seem bound to have major impact on how broadband services are
provided to businesses and residential customers. These two developments are:
the entry of provincial incumbent carriers into markets hitherto closed to them;
l6 am on Hocy is among Canada's top telecommunicationcomultants and is highly regarded in the United
States. His views are widely sought by such leading media outlets as the Wall Street Journal, the National
Post,the Globe and Mail,CIV,ROBTV and CBC Newsworld.

targeting multi-tenant units (MTUs) and multidwelling units (MDUs) with
optical-based high-speed services.

Today, the incumbent local exchange carriers W C s ) like TELUS Communications
and Bell Canada are aggressively deploying optical fiber cables in provinces where they

had no operations prior to Decision-9'7-8. These optical networks are primarily deployed
in major metropolitan arras and target large business customers. For example, TELUS
Communications, with network engineering assistance from Metromedia Fiber Networks

0,
is to construct a 225-kilometer, 144-strand fiber optic network in the Gmater
Toronto Area (GTA). The network, among the biggest metropolitan optical networks in

North America, will reach 3000 businesses and is expected to cost TELUS CDN$100
million (Voice: 3). Calgary is another Canadian metropolitan area where 360 Nehuorks is
deploying a substantial fiber optic network. The Vancouver, BC-based carrier's carrier is
planting a 22-conduit pipe, which presently does not contain any fiber, pending anchor

tenant agreements from potential customers".
The second development involves creating cyber buildings by connecting
metropolitan building to the Internet via fiber optic technology. Companies that operate

in this area are known as building local exchange carriers (BLECs). In the US, the forms
of relationships that are forged between BLECs and property management companies
have ignited heated debates with the FCC at the center of it. In Canada, a whole range of
activities is taking place in this area mainly in the form of partnerships between
communication carriers and property management companies. Table 2.3 illustrates some

""Carrier's Carrier" a class ofcommunication carrier, and "anchortenant" a dark fiber related term are
both discussed at length in Chapter 4

of the partnerships forged between major property management firms and communication
carriers.

Table 23

Property Management Company
Trim Hahn

Partnering Communication Carrier
.

Boardwalk Properties
Bental Corporation
Oxford Properties

Brookfield Properties
Cadillac Fahiew
Standard Life Assurance
0 & Y Properties

N e d Riser, Broadband Office Inc, Cypress
Communications, Net Stone, OnSite Access
Own Internal Development
Group Telecom, Norigen Communications,
Bell Intrigna, AT&T with Allied Riser
AT&T, Norigen Group Telecom
Group Telecom
Group Telecom
Group Telecom
AT&T with Allied Riser Communications

Sorrrce: TELLIS Advanced C u m m u r l i e ~ n (TAC),
s
November 2000

2.7 Creating C-etitivcs

-kets

in Telsconauanications

"The supposed tidal wave of competition that the law was expected
to unleash is barely a rippk for most local phone consumers."'"

Divergent views on what makes telecom markets competitive and the rapid pace of
change in the industry have left the policy discourse in North America in disarray. New
developments in network architecture (e.g. metropolitan area networks or U A N s that
lS

Seth Schitsel, smior telecommunication reporter, Nov York Times. November 2 1 . 2 0

enable new carriers bypass telco central offices, thereby rendering some of the
interconnection laws obsolete) and shifting alliances in the market (e.g. the emergence of

metropolitan carrier's carriers and their partnerships with BLECs have rendered some of
the CLEc19status laws obsolete) have already mndered some parts of
Telecomnuuzicorion A a of 1996 as well as Decision 97 out of synch with technological

developments. For one, legislation pertaining to the interconnection of competing
networks in particular had a built-in tension and has proved shortsighted. It was designed
to facilitate co-existence between CLECs and the incumbent local exchange carriers
WCs)*

For another, the business model adopted by CLECs has proved to be flawed. This is
because this model d i e d entirely on the networks of the very carriers they had targeted

in the marketplace with the hope that intercomection laws would guarantee them both
revenue and gain in market share. Not surprisingly, CLECs have consistently faced
numerous obstacles in providing senrice to their customers.
Local exchange markets in both Canada and US remain competitive only on paper.
And the cost of entering into local exchange markets and providing an alternative to the

last-mile bottleneck remains prohibitive. This has clearly played to the advantage of
ILECs in both Canada and the US, who, instead of preparing themselves for competition

and open markets, have demonstrated an unquenchable need for more consolidation. But
the emergence of carrier's carriers (Chapter Four) as a new class of service providers

pinpoints to a more competitive landscape.

The TelecommunicationAct of 1996 sanctioned CLECs, as a new form ofservice provider to compm
against ILECs that traditionally dominated local exchange markets in both voice and data.

In the next section, I explore and analyze competition in North America's
deregulated telecom industry based on theories from Johannes M. Bauer, William
Melody, and Robin Mansell. The section articulates on the relevancy of the theories to
cumnt developments in the industry and draws conclusion about the state and direction
of competition in North American telecoms.
2.8 LQuilibri-

and Diaequilibri-

Notioar of ~agrritiom'~

In any market, the development of a desind competitive environment depends on
behavioral criteria (e.g. utilizing information for developing strategy) as well as structural
features of an industry (e.g. the number of competitors, market entry conditions, etc.)
Moreover, a presumption is made that effective competition is desirable (Bauer, 1999: 3).

In neoclassical economics, a great deal of emphasis is put on equilibrium and the
structure of marketplace to the extent that it undermines competition as a process.
Neoclassical Economics looks at competition as a structure with large number of price
takers (Bauer, Ibid). It also provided incentive to those seeking the creation of perfect

competition in the market. But as Schumpeter pointed out (in Bauer. Ibid: 4), the notion
of perfect competition is based on a highly simplified assumption, which should be seen
as a theoretical construct and not an attempt to describe real world markets. It is equally
true of today's telecommunication markets. As many hoped, deregulation and the
emergence of new technologies and services have not addressed all the issues
sulzounding the new telecoms like universal service, local competition etc. Even if the

'

Tbis section gmtly benefits from the work of Dr. Johanc~~~
M.Baur's paper entitled "CompetitionAs a
Turbulent Rocess: Lessons for 01ecommuaications regulatory reform'"presented at the 27' Telccom
Policy Research Conference in Alexandria, Virginia, September 25-27, 1999. Dr. Bauer teaches at tbe
Department of Telecommunication at Michigan State University.

legislation had not been flawed in its design, it would have not guaranteed the desired
competitive markets. Despite deregulation, today's Canadian telecom industry, for
example, is an oligopoly in which actions of two main players (Bell and TELUS) set the

market agenda. Thezefore, attempts by regulators to create competitive markets do not
necessarily guarantee the emergence of such markets. Competition is an ongoing process
that involves success and failure.
Another important element in the emergence of competitive markets is the role of
knowledge and the ability of firms to use it effectively. This element has become
particularly significant in our emerging bbknowledge-based"economy, whereby effective
attainment and use of knowledge have enabled many firms to outsmart their competitors
in both marketing strategies and development of new products. Effective use of
knowledge is an integral part of competition as a process, which awards larger market
shares to more efficient firms and penalizes less efficient ones with shrinking market
shares or even elimination fiom the market.
Bauer (Ibid: 9) further formulates how a workable competition can arise in a given
industry. Such a workable competition, according to Bauer, generally depends upon the
fallowing four conditions:
the existence of at least five firms to supply the market;
none of the f h m must hold more than 40% of the market share and the remaining
competitors are fairly equal in size;
market entry and exit barrim must be low;
customers must have the ability to switch suppliers without significant transaction
costs.

However, Bauer misses one factor that plays an important role in market equilibrium:
access to capital. As I briefly noted in Chapter One, risk-prone venture capital firms have
played an instrumental role in turning knowledge and new ideas into effective and
successful businesses. Effective use of knowledge by entrepreneurs has not only
influenced the process of decision making in turning ideas into business plans, but also
has challenged the established ways of doing business. Effective use of knowledge with

the support of capital introduces new products, methods of production, and establishes
new monopolies or eliminates the existing ones. Therefore, the ability to use knowledge

wisely and in a timely manner could not be the only guarantor in creating competitive
markets.

Equally important in equilibrium and disequilibrium notions of competition is the
role of regulator in the design of competitive markets. The regulator should remain
independent from undue influence and ensure that anticompetitive behavior is prevented

Sustaining independence by policy makers becomes particularly crucial in a deregulated
environment, where there an diverse players and influential parties interested in
influencing the regulatory process. Melody (1997: 195-1%) emphasizes the dynamic
nature of telecom technology and new senrice opportunities and asserts that it is very

important that the barriers to entry be minimized and the door to competition be opened
as widely as possible. Melody further argues that while regulation can prepare the ground
for competition, it can only foster the growth of competition if mgulation is both strong
and independent. This will enable the regulator to implement the government's policies
more effectively and resolve industry problems in a progressive rather than an ad hoc

manner (Melody, Ibid: 198).

In today's fast-changing telecommunication environment the process of regulation
should take into account developments in technology, which have already rendered parts
of &regulatory laws obsolete. It is regulators' responsibility to be attentive to new
developments in communication technologies and to develop strategies based on changes

in technologies. Therefore, in order to achieve equilibrium in a competitive market place,
regulation as a process should be prospective rather than retrospective. This process
could certainly benefit from past experiences retrospectively to devise more sound
policies.

2.9

Alternative Model8 of ~ v t i t i o r ri z ~elac.mmuaication
~
In a comprehensive and thought-provoking discussion on the political economy of

network evolution in Noah America, Robin Mansell (1993)proposes two alternative
models for telecommunication development: the Idealist and the Strategic. Each model
finds its roots in a particular theory of competition.
The first model, the Idealist, envisages the emergence of a mature and fully
articulated competitive model. In this model, according to Mansell, the following
characteristics of the market are present: a large number of sellers are active in the market
for goods and services such that the impact of one seller on the market is negligible;
buyers perceive that sellers produce a homogeneous product; and buyers have access to
perfect knowledge, or at least sufficient knowledge to make informed, rational decisions
(Ibid: 6).
This type of competition is characterized by the absence of barriers to market entry

and exit. This model also falls within the genre of idealistic analyses which are based

upon 'a mystified and mystifying notion of technology as a cure for the world's very real
problems (Smythe and Dinh in Mansell, Ibid). Moreover, the Idealist model assumes that
the combined forces of technical innovation and competition will erode mooopolistic
control of the telecommunication infrastructure and services it supports.
The second model is r e f e to as the Strategic model. It is rooted in the theories of

imperfect competition, monopolistic competition, and oligopolistic rivalry (competition
among small numbers of suppliers). The Strategic model seeks to provide a reality-based
analysis of institutional processes (Smith and Dinh in Mansell, Ibid). It also assumes that
institutions are characterized by 'indeterminate, unstable oligopoly wherein the
transnational corporations deliberately employ short-run pricing strategy to achieve longrun entrenchment and monopoly power in national market. foreign and domestic'
(Melody in Mansell, Ibid). Mansell further indicates that in the Strategic model there is
continuous rivalry among a relatively small number of dominant firms.The next section
analyses cumnt trends in North American telecommunications by taking into account the
above two models.
2.10

Prospects

of C - t i t i a n

in

Worth

Ambrican Telachmr

With deregulation of the telecommunications industry in fidl steam, North American
markets have witnessed a bewildering number of players both in the communications
services and equipment sectors. While new service providers have struggled to gain
market share away from the incumbents, selling equipment to large service providers has
b a n the main challenge facing emerging equipment vendors. A look at market

conditions under deregulation suggests that they retain characteristics from both Idealist

and Strategic models.
Despite the presence of a large and diverse set of players in North America (Idealist
model), the market continues to m a i n dependent on fluctuations and strategic moves by
big players. This trend runs contrary to the Idealist model's notion that regards the impact
of one seller in the market negligible. On the other hand, the current low level of barriers
to market entry is in line with the Idealist model.
Another important development has been the continuous innovation in the
emergence-ofnew technologies and d c e s by equipment vendors and service providers
alike. Even though they have not brought about any perfect or near perfect competition in

the markets, they constitute one of the main characteristics of the Idealist model: the
combined forces of technical innovation and competition erode monopolistic control of
the telecommunication idrastructure2l.

There are also market characteristics that adhere to the assumptions in the Strategic
model. For example, short-run pricing strategy to achieve long-run entrenchment and
monopoly power in markets is no longer conducive to the characteristics of today's
markets. Short-run pricing can guarantee temporary gains in market share, but eventually
it will hurt a company's bottom line. Also, short-xun pricing does not have any positive
impact on the prospect of profits. This approach may result in increasing a company's
outstanding debt, further discrediting its financial health.
Another trend relevant to the Strategic model is the continuous rivalry among a s

d

number of dominant firms in telecommunications. Despite the large number of players. a
21 This is particularly hue of the developments in the design and deployment of dark fiber networks both in
Canada and the US.Chapter Four discusses dark fiber model at length.

small number of well-established and large-sized companies assert considerable influence
on the direction of markets. An example of this can be seen in the telecom equipment
sector, which is mainly dominated by Cisco Systems of San Jose. CA, Lucent
Technologies of Murray Hill, NJ,and Nortel Networks of Brampton, ON. The three
companies hold dominant positions in the areas of switching (both tandem and optical),

IP telephony, optical cable, and DSL products.
Exponential growth in Internet m

c and the rapid pace of deployment of optical

fiber by a smorgasbord of carriers support the rosy predictions for the prospect of
competition in North American telecoms. With North American backbone Internet traffic
growth at 350,000 ~ e r a b ~ t e sper
" month (RHK, 1999: 4), it is not surprising to see the

emergence of new specialized players in local access, metro transit, and long-haul
markets. This new breed of carriers could also unleash another wave of competition in
the still undersewed and optics-poor residential markets. Broadband access providers
including building local exchange carriers (BLECs) and optical local exchange carriers
( O m s ) are among this new breed of players in the broadband game. As we will see in

coming chapters, a lot still needs to be done to bring competition to all segments of the
market.

Each Terabyte represents one trillion bits ofinformation.

Regulators should focus on providing economic grounds that would make
deployment of costly broadband infhstructure less cumbersome for private businesses.
As we will see in the proceeding, the Canadian government should encourage the private

industry to be motivated in bringing imovative broadband technologies to the market
place. Some industry observers have argued that govemment-sponsored organizations

like CANARlE have turned into defacto regulatory bodies, trying to set the agenda in
Canadian telecommunications and devise industrial policy for provincial governments.
Such government-supported interventions in the realm of high-tech industry could result

in the further loss of talented and educated individuals to the south of the border,a trend
with which Canada is all too familiar.

On the business h n t , Canadian businesses hoping to compete against established

players are in need of innovation. According to Ian Angus ( President of
Telemanagement Group), the success of any Canadian competitive carrier (CLEC or
otherwise) will depend not just on the way their business is structured, but also on two
other factors: financing, which should be provided over several years that any new carrier
will be losing money until it starts to become profitable. The second is execution, which

requires a management team that is capable of delivering services that customers want in
a cost-effective way.
Also, Canadian CLECs should stop following the same ill-fated strategies followed
by their predecessors both in Canada and US. In the words of Angus, "it sounds as

though they have copied their business plan over the same book. There must be a book
called Local Telecom S t r . .for Dwnmies floating around in the industry".

The new business models that an primarily derived from developments in optical
technologies still have to make their impact felt in Noah America. Moreover, the
industry's desire for more consolidation does not seem to have diminished yet, as more
consolidation in the optics as well as metropolitan carrier markets will influence the
direction of competition in coming years. The current reshaping of telecom industry and
fuaher deregulation of markets should not come to the benefit of business customers
alone. It is regulators' responsibility to ensure that the benefits of overhaul in telecoms
would also benefit residential consumers.

Chapter Three:

Innovation in Today's Telecoms

This chapter explores the process of innovation in today's North American
telecommunications and analyzes the main forces responsible for their emergence.
The core argument is that private and risk-prone funding from venture capital (VC)firms
have acted as the main engine behind the efflorescenceof new technologies.
The majority of today's technology powerhouses (e.g. Cisco, Ciena, Juniper,
Netscape) were incubated by VCs. These companies have been an indispensable part of
the cycle of technology innovation. This cycle has not been confined to developments in
the optical space. It has also encompassed other areas such as ecommerce, wireless
technologies, and IP/HTML applications.
As noted in Chapter One,since 1990 in the US alone more than USDS100 billion in

venture capital funds have been funneled into technology start-ups. The bulk of this
immense capital spending has gone to telecom equipment manufactwing and
communication service provisioning sectors (Business Week,October 9,2000: 147).
A consequence of the liberalization in service provision markets has been creation of

immense opportunities for the makers of communication equipment to divemiry their
product o f f e ~ to
g service providers, hence diversifying their product portfolio. On the
other hand, the extent of activities by VCs has contributed to fragmentation in both the
service provision and the equipment manufacturing sectors. In the following sections I

will discuss how these developments have created fertile ground for the emergence and
success of innovative ideas and technologies.

3.2 A Canadian Outlook

In Canada communication technologies have always played a crucial role in the
development of its socio-political identity. Communication technologies, from railroad to
satellites, have been used successfully in the development of a culture that defines
Canada. Canadians have been equally open to the adoption of the Internet as a viable
means of communication, and have demonstrated impressive adoption rates. Today
Canada is om of the world's most connected countries and Canadians, together with their
southern neighbor, generate 58% of the world's Internet traffic (America'sNetwork,
April 1999).

But in the development of advanced technologies and the funding of new ideas in
technology, the landscape is somewhat different. In Canada, according to Eamon Hoey

(CEOand President of Hoey-Fox Associates) most technology start-ups have received
funding horn American VCs to sustain the early stages of their business operation.
Financing technological innovation in Canada, as wealthy as the country is, has
consistenfly suffered from unfavorable capital markets and government policies that have
had little regard for R&D in the ana of technology. For example, during the 9-year reign
of Progressive Conservatives in federal government (1984-1993). the notion of pursuing
aggressive industrial and technological policies were frowned upon (Davis and Smith,
1995:16). At the federal level, science policy was a minor dossier looked after by a junior

minister of state. In provincial governments, science policy traditionally has been located

within ministries of higher education @avis and Smith,Ibid). However, recently
provincial governments have taken serious initiatives in wide scale deployment of
broadband communication technologies. The government of A l h is one of the best
examples in pursuing large-scale deployment of broadband networks in the province. Its
SuperNet initiative-contracted to Bell Canada, an Ontario-based incumbent canierwas a bold attempt to diversify Alberta's telecommunications market'.
Another noteworthy exarnpIe is Innovative Systems Research Network (ISRN),
which is comprised of five regional networks (Maritime,Quebec, Ottawa,Toronto,
Vancouver). ISRN describes its objective as follows:

a vehicle for joint research proposals and funding partnerships;
a forum for discussion and dissemination of results;
a venue for funding agencies to elaborate their collective interests in research on
innovation systems;
a channel to acquire and distribute data and other material for collective use by
the members of the network;
within the subnetworks to develop better understanding of the regional innovation
systems in their respective parts of the country;
to systematically compare research findings across the subnetworks and thus
contribute to a more comprehensive understanding of the national innovation
system in Canada (fromISRN website: www.utoronto.ca/im)~
However, Davis and Smith, (Ibid 23) argue that another problem with Canadian
policy in the area of advanced technology is that it rarely defines explicit objectives such
as market share or R&D spending targets. This continues to be the case despite the results
from studies that have recommended that the country take a more serious stance in the

support of the development of new and advanced technologies. A case in point was a

-

'

-

In Chapter Two, I support a laissez-faire policy in the deployment of broadband comm~mications.
Howevcr~Alberta government's move was bold and surprising in the sense that it disregarded TELUS's
long-standing technological dominance and its economic weight in the province.

recommendation by National Advisory Board on Science and Technology in 1991, which
informed the prhm minister of the time that:

Canadians will not succeed in meeting international competition, and will therefore face a
declining relative standard of living, unless we become much more adept in applying
science-based technology to create a continuous flow of innovation and productivity
growth. There is no more serious challenge facing Canada today (NABST 1991, in Davis
and Smith, Ibid: 16).

However, the lack of sufficient investment in RBrD by the federaI government
remains a persistent problem. This problem threatens to create an acute lack of university
professors across the country, which will translate into an equally serious lack of
professionals in Canada's high-tech sector. According to eMPOWR C&-a
initiative between Canadian technology firms and universities2-a

national

majority of Canadian

university professors are approaching retirement so much so that of the 33,000 university
professors in Canada today, only 1,000will still be teaching after 2010 (Onmva Citizen,
April 13,2001).
According to eMPOWR Canada officials, the university bottleneck restricts
Canada's ability to generate people for the new economy. Private company members of
eMPOWR Canada have announced that they are willing to invest SCDNSOO million of
their capital to increase funding for research and development in universities. The group
believes that Canada must focus on attracting more professors to teach fbture technology
professionals (Onawa Citizen, Ibid).

In recent years, CANARIE-Canada's advanced Internet development
organization--has made significant moves in bringing new and advanced technologies to

'

cMPOWR stands for MinoelaPoacs, Photonics, Optoelectronics a d Wirrlcss and Radio engineering.
Fifteen companies, twenty universities and six organizations are involved in the initiative
(www.empowr.ca).

Canadian organizations. But unfortunately CANARIE's attempts have shown little
success in breaking the access bottleneck and introduce advanced broadband technologies
to canadians3.This is largely due to serious differences it has with the private industry in
how broadband communication technologies should be deployed

Hoey suggests that anybody trying to start a new business in Canada faces a systemic

barrier, which is an unfavorable capital market. In a particularly capital intensive business
like telecommunications, this problem worsens. The reason there is little available risk
capital, Hoey suggests, is because most of the available capital in Canada is being
funneled to pay the national debt. Hoey also suggests aptly that the country's
conservative business culture is another underlying characteristic of its capital markets.

This is witnessed perhaps best in the Canadian competitive landscape, where
numerous emerging competitive service providers have gone bankrupt due to lack of
access to sufficient capital. However, it should be noted that a combination of regulatory
structure and faulty business plans has been instrumental in the plunge of Canadian

e
competitive s e ~ c providers.
As noted in previous chapter, Canadian CLECs followed consistently the same

business plan that was very similar to each other and void of innovative approaches to
provisioning of advanced data services; also, instead of building their own networks, they
relied heavily on communication infrastructure from incumbents. This put almost their

entire operation at the mercy of cooperation from incumbents and the availability of
sufficient network idkastructure.

'Chapter Four discusses in more detail CANARE'Sproposed business models that aim to break the access
bottleneck.

The removal of regulatory barriers in the te~ecommunicationssector can be viewed
as a blessing for VCs and other financial institutions that have maneuvered their way into

many untapped lucrative markets. Hitherto, these markets have been under the tight
control of monopoly players. Lera (2000: 414) aptly argues that the ongoing
transformation in the services provision sector forced adaptation of the manufacturing
sector for growth in the resultant market place.
This resultant market place is highly segmented and represents unique
characteristics. This is a very different picture from the monopoly days of telecoms.
Under the monopoly system, relations between equipment manufacturers and service
providers were typically based on vertical integration, with direct or indirect capital

participation by the d c e providers in the manufacturer's business. In addition, telecom
operators were often domestic businesses, and as monopolies, there were few
manufacturing companies sharing the industrial market (Lera, bid.).
But today's segmented s e ~ c provision
e
sector has created an equally segmented
equipment manufacturing sector. For example, businesses in metropolitan areas have
developed unique demands for their broadband communication needs, thus requiring
optical systems h m manufacturers that are specifically designed to meet their needs.

This segmentation can be categorized as follows:
equipment makers target specific service providers;
softwate developers target specific s e ~ c pmviders
e
and telecom equipment
makers;
makers of wireless equipment target wireless voice and data carriers;

The role of VCs needs to be emphasized here if one is to appreciate why
telecommunications has become such a diversified and segmented industry. A unique
aspect of this segmented market place is the fact that specialized suppliers of telecom
equipment (e.g. Corvis Corp and O M Systems) do not have historical relationships with
incumbent carriers. This creates opportunity to create new relationships in the telecom

industry. What we are experiencing today. as Lera (Ibid: 417) argues, is in fact a
reconfiguration of the service provision market structure, which affects the strategies and
policies of telecom operators as well as those of the manufacturing sector.

One of the main implications of innovative technologies is that established
companies in the same area fail to adopt or conform to the technological change. This
change mainly affects the established firms' dominance in the products they offer.
Moreover, the short product lifecycles in telezommunications due to innovation and
deregu1ation exert further pressure on established f-,

particularly those in the carrier

sector.

Thus the emergence of innovative technologies. which are disruptive in nature.
requires established €inns to respond to the technical change in order to maintain their
products' dominance in the market. In this regard, Hendason and Clark (in Christensen,

1997:30)argue that most product development organizations work very well as long as a
product's fundamental architecture does not require change.

In designing a framework of failure in the adoption of innovative technologies,
Clayton M-Christensen of Haward School of Business offers a strategic distinction

between what he calls sustaining innovative technologies and those which are dismptive
(Ibid: xiv). According to Christensen, sustaining and disruptive technologies have the
following characteristics:
Sustaining:
they improve the performance of established products;
can be discontinuous or radical in character, along the dimensions of performance
are historifally valued by mainstream customers in major markets;
a they can precipitate the established firms' failure.

they bring a very different value than had been available previously;
they under perform established products in mainstream markets but maybe fully
performance-competitive in the future;
they offer cheaper, simpler. smaller, and, frequently, more convenient products to
use;

they are first commercialized in emerging or insignificant markets.

Innovation in today's telecommunications industry has revolved primarily around
Internet-based technologies. This focus on the Internet is due to the medium's enonnous
potential in facilitating commu&cationsfor both consumers and businesses alike. Using
Christensen's distinction, in the carrier side of telecommunications, dominant firms have
been reconfiguring themselves (sometimes with difficulty) to catch up with disruptive
technologies. These disruptive technologies are primarily the result of innovations in the

Internet protocol (IP) and optical sectors. In the IP sector, for example, incumbent

carriers are developing voice over IP'(VOW) products with the aim of keeping their
dominance in voice communications. This is due to growing competition from new,
competitive carriers that have built their idhstructure based on IP technology.
Incumbent carriers have also had to transform their existing products to improve
their performance and sustain their customer base (sustaining technologies). These
transformations are a response to a growing competition from VC-funded startups, some
of whom have been able to grab market sham from the incumbents. Also,deregulatory
trends have put an inevitable pressure on dominant carriers to meet the challenges of

competitive markets. Similar type of activities can be seen in the manufacturing sector.
An important implication of these sustainingldismptivetechnologies has been a

torrent of mergers and acquisitions (MAs) throughout the industry. The rationale behind
MAS for the service provision and equipment sectors can be summarized as follows:

to augment market shan by increasing the size of the company;
to contain the disruptive effects of innovative technologies by acquiring
innovative start-ups.

Over the past ten years, a consistent interdependence has been witnessed W e e n the
extent of deregulation and the pace of activity by VCs in M e l i n g risk-prone capital to
innovative business ideas. Many of these ideas have eventually been transformed into
business plans and products. Some of these products are sustaining technologies that have

' ~ l s oknown as Internet telephony. the technology offers much cheaper voice applications using the
Internet technology. It enables customers to bypass public telephone networks controlled by the incumbent
phone carriers.

helped with the irnpvement of existing products. Others have been disruptive which
have not yet been widely accepted in the market.

Elsewhere in his study, Christensen (Ibid: 30) maintains that established firms tend to
be good at improving what they have long been good at, while new entrants seem better
suited for exploiting radically new technologies.

The above argument by Christensen is particularly pertinent in the equipment
manufacturing sector- In this sector, most of the new technologies have come from VCfunded startups. Among these startups, those with either a breakthrough technology or a
financially successful base have become targets of acquisition by the established players.
For example, Optera, Nortel Networks' hugely successful fiber optic flagship product,
comes from the company's acquisition of Cambrian Systems Corporation, then a Kanata,

Ontario-based startup (Norte1news release, December 1998).

For another, AOL-TimeWarnerInc. over the past few years has bought up several
small companies because of their inventions. AOL took over Netscape Communications
Corp., creator of a web brow-

Tegic Communications, which makes software for

putting text into a cell phone faster, and Nullsoft, which created the popular fkee online

music player Winamp and whose founder also programmed Gnutella, a service that lets

users share files directly with each other without having to go through a central
gatekeeper (Wprhington Post, April 29,2001).
With respect to the influence and the role of VCs in the flow of innovative
technologies, George Gilde? (Forbes ASAP: February 19,2001: 120) argues that the
George Gilder is a contributingeditor at Forbcr ASAP and editor of the monthly Gi&r Technulo~y
Reptt. He covers trends in new technologies.

effects of VCs play out not simply in months but over decades. The data coming from the
industry is supportive of Gilder's argument. In year 2000 alone, VCs poured cashed into

5,380 new companies (Forbes,February 19,2001: 86)-this

is despite the plunge in

technology stocks since April 2000. What Gilder's argument suggests is that we can
expect many more breakthrough technologies in the long run. Moreover, according to
VentuR Economics and National Venture Capital Association6, despite the seriousness of

economic downturn in the high-tech industry, in the first quarkr of 2001 1,072 startups in

North America-receiveda total of $USD11.7 billion in.funding from American VCs (in
Lightreading.com, M a y 10,2001). Of these startups, 57 per cent were optical and Internet

related companies.
Vinod Khosla a partner at Kleiner Perkins Caufield & ~ ~ e r sconcurs
',
with Gilder
and maintains that VCs will continue to be the engine behind innovation in high-tech
industry. Khosla argues that the current downturn in technology markets does not change
the underlying cycle of technology innovation (Forbes, Ibid). H e continues that the only
roadblock that could hamper the cycle of innovation is talent scarcity.
But Bill St. Amaud (Senior Director of Advanced Networks at CANARE) offers a
different argument and maintains that many of the fundamental and innovative
developments have come from academic community, not VCs. He cites Napster, the
Web, and hypertext transport protocol (IFITP) as major innovations that have come from

academic community. These fundamental innovations, according to St. Amaud, later lead

venture Economics: www.ventureaxmmics.com; National Venture Capital Association: www.nvca.org
Kleiner Perkins Caufield & B y w (www.kocb.com) is a leading VC bawd in Menlo Park. Califom*. It
has provided funding to companies that are known today as technology powerhouses. Some of these
companies include Amazon.com, America Online, Inc., Compaq, Lotus, Netscape Communications, Sun
Mimsystems, Corvis Corp., and 360 Networks.

to other innovations that are incremental and funded by VCs. St Ainaud goes on to say
that major Internet-based companies like Amazon.com and E-bay are in fact benefiting

from innovations that originated in afademic institutions.

James Cmwe (Chief Executive Officer at Level(3) Communications) sees a very
different role for VCs from St Amaud Crowe maintains that VCs approve of innovative
ideas and finance their process in the market until they reach a financially stable stage.

He continues that even though large companies like Lucent, Alcatel, and Nortel are
known for developing standards and new technologies, they are oftm pushed along and
in many cases outpaced by VC-funded startups. Crowe uses Ciena as a company whose
technology is considered largely responsible for the current overhaul in the upgrade and
reconfiguration of telecommunication networks worldwide!

It is likely that innovation in the high-tech industry and telecommunications in
particular will continue to be at the infrastructure level (e.g. e-commerce and optics).
More innovative-and most Likely disruptive-technologies will be intmduced by VCfunded startups; technologies that established companies will not initially consider worth

investing in. Therefore, it is fair to argue that the more decline in VC spending on new
ideas, the greater the likelihood that there will be a slowdown in the development of
innovative technologies.

%rowis rcfemng to dew wave division multiplexing (DWDM).Chapter Four discusses this technology
in detail.

60
New markets will come into being under the pressure of innovative technologies. which

will require very different management capabilities from established markets

(Christensen, bid: 209). As a result of the emergence of new markets, established players
will find themselves compelled to change not just their marketing and product strategy

practices, but also their corporate culture; the latter being a hard-to-overcome challenge

for many of them.

Chapter Four

Broadband Platforms: Optics to the Edge
Fiber optic technology is doing to
telecommunicatrbns what microprocessors did to computers.
Ian ~ngus'

In the previous chapter, I tried to identify the main economic agents in today's
telecoms and explored and examined their significance in the transfornation of
innovative ideas into new technologies and business models. This chapter demonstrates
the present dynamics of telecommunications, this time by exploring the impact of fiber

optic technologies on the traditional models of telecoms. It describes characteristics of
Internet traffic, highlights the main debates surrounding fiber optic technologies, and
how the industry is coping with these technologies.
Later, I will look in detail at emerging broadband platforms and analyze them as
business models. This chapter will also look into how these models are being played out
in Canadian telecommunications and how different debates are influencing their
deployment. Another topic discussed in detail is the deployment of new optical-based
technologies in metropolitan areas. Here, I will clarify the reasons behind the need for a
robust broadband infhstructure in Noah America's metropolitan areas and highlight the

main themes in the development of such an infhtructute. The concluding section
s-s

the developments in the industry.

Personal interview with Ian Angus, President, Angus TelcManagement Group (www.anrmste1.com).

4.2 Internet Traffic G r o w t h aad Characterintic#

Of Tmlmccmmrrrication rrmraA

The Internet is characterized today by an unprecedented expansion, a seemingly
unquenchable need for more bandwidth, and customized content delivery. On the other
hand, transport services and technologies are Qiving the emergence of what is known as
next generation senrice providers. Internet traffic growth is one of the most intriguing and

least understood factors in today's te1ecommunications. Continuous penetration of
personal computers ( K s ) into households and corporations alike;exponential growth in
ecommerce; and the increasing popularity of streaming video programming on the
Internet can be cited as the main engines of growth in Internet traffic. Thus continuity in
growth has made mapping out a clear picture of future network traffic an extremely

diff1clllt task
Perhaps, this continuity is best witnessed in the ecommerce sector, where
establishing online presence by corporations has become almost a religious nonn. In its

infancy stage in 1999, worldwide busines~~to-business
(B2B)ecommerce was a
USD$154 billion industry (Gartner Group2, 2000). This sector is projected to become a
USDS7.9 trillion market by 2005, comprising 7 per cent of worldwide B2.Bcommerce

(Gartner Group, bid).
The ability of fiber optic technology to process and transport massive amounts of
data has enabled communication carriers of all sorts to better handle the exponential
2

Gartncr Group is a professional consulting fum based in Stamford, Connecticut specidhing in busimss
technology (ww w.~artmr.corn).

growth in traffic on their networks and utilize broadband services more efficiently. This

has also enabled communication carriers to increase revenue from broadband services.

Revenues fnnnbroadband communications in the residential sector are projected to
witness a fourfold increase from USD$9.95 billion in 1998 to USD$45.72 billion in 2005
(Frost & Sullivan, 2000).
Massive growth in data traffic has contributed to an astonishing growth in American
telecommunications. At present, the overall size of American telecommunications stands
at USDS525.4 billion (TeIecommunicationsIndustry Association-TIA,

2000). The latter

figure comprises the following sectors, each with its own annual growth rate:

Equipment sector at $135.4 billion with 11.5%growth;
Transport services at $252 billion with 8.5% growth;
a Support services at $138 billion with 17.3% growth.
a
a

And yet, despite huge opportunities offered by deregulation and high growth rate in

Internet traffic, incumbent carriers (e.g. 'ELUS and Verizon) still control the bulk of
revenues in telecom services. Unlike enterprise sector, this control is much stronger in the
residential sector, which remains largely untouched &spite deregulation.
Worldwide telecom revenues today stand at USD$l trillion3 with $650 billion in
voice services, USD$250 billion in video broadcasting, and USDS100-150 billion in data
services. These figures translate into 4 5 % of the world's gross national product (GNP).
But in the USD$lSO billion data space, CLECs and new IPcentric companies like Verio

and Net2Phone have generated no more than USD$20 billion. The combined market
capitalization of these competitive carriers as publicly held companies does not exceed

'

These data were obtained during a phone interview with Paul Vabakos, a partner with Cornventures.
Cornventures is a venture capital firm based in Silicon Valley. Also, please note that the figurcs rcprtscnt
revenues generated from tclecom services on a global basis and do not reflect the overall financial size of
the industry.

50% of market cap in the data space. These figures clearly suggest that global telecom

industry is still in dim need of hrrther deregulation and increased competition. It is,
therefore, requisite upon govemments in various parts of the world to seize upon the
momentum to create open markets in their communicatit~nsectors. This means upgrading
their crucial information inhstructure for the emerging network economy.

Understanding Internet tratfic patterns is crucial to both established and competitive
carriers alike, not just far competitive reasons but also for future expenditures in network

idrastructure. It also helps carriers in such areas as product development and product

management to better develop and organize potential new products. According to a report
by R H K m e m b e r , 1999), a professional market research and analysis firm specializing
in fiber optic markets, Internet traffic growth in North America stood at 350,000
Terabytes per month (Tbpm) at the end of 1999, already surpassing voice traffic, which
had a 50,000 Tbpm growth at the same time. The same report by RHK indicates that

deregulation in the telecom sector has diminished the FCC's ability to collect data on
either voice or Internet traffic patterns. This is at a time when data is leading voice in
capacity.
It is important to stress that the growth projections by most service providers are not
reliable. On one hand, there is Little incentive to provide anything other than hyperbole.

and on the other, there are no standards or even common metrics (RHK,Ibid: 1-1).
In response, Lanning, O'DomeU, and ~ e u m a n
(1999:
~
1)offer an alternative method for
forecasting and measuring demand in communication services particularly in the data
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Steve Lanning ofLucent Technologies,Shawn O'Donnell of Massachusetts Institute of Technology
0,
and Russell Netman ofAnnenbcrg School of Communications,University ofPennsylvania,

"A Taxonomy ofCommunications Demand", TeIecomntunicorionPolicy Research Conference,September
1999.

space. They argue that traffic estimates are becoming increasingly unreliable because
accelerating rates of use and new communications applications invalidate conventional
forecasting assumptions. Since conventional forecasting assumptions are premised on
existing or foreseeable services, Lanning et a1 instead o f f a building aggregate estr'mates
for demand based on the el&ir>t

of demand for bandwidth.

Based on h n i n g et al's argument,price elasticity (see the section "4.6 Demand
Elasticity" on p.83) models are necessary to grasp the interaction between the Moore
I-aw-type5 technological progress and wn-linear demand functions. These have

implications for network planning, universal senice policies, and commoditization of
communications carriage (bid). The rate of progress is even faster in the optical space,
where bandwidth capacity doubles nearly every 12 months.
Relating Moore's law to optical switching capacity, Paul Vabakos of Cornventures
names five things that can be retooled to improve throughput in the optical fiber:
bit rate per channel
number of channels
modulation scheme
the bands
the number of fiber strands
In the period from 1997 to 2001, the per second bit rate has increased From lGbps to
40Gbps, the number of channels fiom 1to 200, modulation fkom 1 to 16, bands from 1 to
4, and the number of fiber strands from 4 to 864. Over the past five years we have seen
5

According to Moore's Law. rnicroprwcssors double computing capacity every 18-h months. In the
course of preparing a speech on micropmcmsorsin 1%5, Moore realized that each new chip contained
roughly twice as much capacity as its predecessor. and each chip was released within 18-24 months of the
previous chip. If this trend continu66 he reasoned.computing power would rise exponentially over
relatively brief periods of time. Moore's observation described a trend that has continued and is still
remarkably accurate. It is the basis for many planners' performance forecasts. In 26 years the number of
transistors on a chip has increased more than 3300 times, fiom 2,300 on the 4004in 1971 to 7 5 million on
the Pentium I1 processor (tiom Intel's website:
httpdfww w.inte~.co~nteUmuseum/~~~v/hoVmoof~.htm).

that lower prices in Internet services have caused fundamental changes in the mix of

applications and thus the natum of communication demand. This is due to W e r
penetration of optical technologies into the network architecturn, which has facilitated
service provisioning and enhanced speed and quality of service.
For a better understanding of the implications of their methodology, Lanning et a1
have developed what they call technologyhnarketfeedbackloop. The feedback loop (see
the figure below) is based on interactions among t h w main parties in the industry:

hardware makers, software makers, and end users.

Increasing power of hardware

Increasingly powerful
and power-hungry

Increasing expectations
of users

End users demand smarter,faster applications; software publishers write new
applications with the expectation that hardware manufacturers will provide the additional

processing power necessary to run them; and hardware manufacturers offer systems with
greater power, increasing the expectations of users and completing the loop (Ibid: 4).

The Lanning et a1 model can be used in other segments of the industry such as
communication equipment and e-business applications. The application of this model
could have far reaching implications for the service provider market and raise the

question as to how aggressive carriers should be in making investment in next generation
network technologies. Regulators should also take seriously the existing pattems of
change in price elasticity. This, as Lanning et a1 (Ibid: 28) argue, helps policy makers

decide whether their intervention in the market expedites or impedes the availability of
low-cost services to all end users.

4.3 F i b e r Optic ~ m c l - h a a l o g i e m at a G l a n c e

As discussed briefly in Chapter One, fiber optics refers to transmission systems that

use laser light beams to transport information (data, voice, video) from one point to
another. Fiber optic transmission became widely used in the 1980's when the longdistance carriers created nationwide systems to carry voice conversations digitally over
optical fibers. Benefits of fiber optics technology include low transport costs, low power
consumption, ability to c a n y vast amounts of data at very high speeds, and insensitivity
to over-the-air electromagnetic interference. Without going too much into technical

&tail, I will briefly outline the most important factors in the transport of signals based on
fiber optic technology.

Fiber optic transmission systems have been traditionally deployed in the form of
Synchronous Optical Network ( S O N '
rings. SONET is the most widely deployed
optical architecture in the world; and its European counterpart is known as Synchronous
Digital Hierarchy (SDH).SONET is a physical interface that allows interworking of

transmission products from multiple vendors. SONET uses time division multiplexing

(TDM)to send multiple data streams simultaneously. SONET's smallest increment of
provisioning is STS-16, which represents one time slot (frame) of capacity or 51.84
Mbps-

All SONET systems are defined by optical line rates known as Optical Carrier (OC)

signals. OC signals interface with STS blocks of signals, which act as an electrical
equivalent of an OC. For example, an STS-3represents electrical equivalent of an 0C3
(155Mbps) signal. One of the benefits of SONET systems is their self-heolig capacity.
When a line goes down SO=

systems use their ring architectures to reroute traffic.

In the mid 1980s in the US, Bellcore (today's Telcordia Technologies) initiated
SONET technology on behalf of all RBOCs to attain multi-vendor networking and to

create an inhstructure to support new broadband services. It was later adopted by the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI)(Newton, Ibid: 953). The following table
demonstrates the existing SONET rates. In the following sections and chapters. I will be
using Line rates from this table.

Tabk 4.1 SONET transmission rates

OC/SONET Level
OC-3
OC-12
OC-48

OC-192
OC-768

L i e Rates
155 Mbps
622 Mbps
2.5 Gbps
10 Gbps
40 Gbps

_

Tnrnsmission Capacity
84 T l s
336 Tls
1344T l s
81284 T l s
325136 T l s

Synchronous Trulgpo~Signal-1: Thc basic SONET building block signal.

4.3 (a) Streagtheaiag Optical Signal.

In all existing optical networks, light signals have to be converted into electrical
signals at the customer premises so that end users can transmit and receive info~nation.
Optical signals always need to have their integrity and strength maintained when
traveling over long distances. This is achieved by converting optical signals into
electrical form and back into light using a variety of specialized equipment. This process
in optical networking is known as optical-electrical-optical (OEO) conversion process.
OEOs are instrumental in the transport of optical signals. Most carriers have separate
networks for their data traffic and integrate them on SONET rings using Asynchronous
Transfer Mode (ATM) switching system. On the other hand, IP traffic is transported over

routers that are W e d to ATM virtual circuits. A virtual circuit is a temporary
communication path created between devices in a switched communications system.
Other users may share the actual lines at the same time, but the virtual circuit appears
exclusive to the users that are communicating with each other (Newton, bid: 1115).
Telecom equipment makers have optimized their ATM switches for SONET systems.
With growing diversification in demand for data traf'fic particularly in metropolitan

markets, there has been a rise in expectations from SONET systems to operate more
efficiently and economically. The major drawback of SONEI' systems today is their
inability to meet the demands of optical networking in high-traffic metropolitan areas.
lhis is because their chipset limitations have restricted ATM virtual circuits to OC-12
capacity (Clavenna, 2000: 55). This is a particularly pressing technical issue in the
deployment of optical networks in metropolitan mas. Levine (America's Network, 2000:

2) describes other shortfalls of SONET systems as bandwidth inefficiency and the long
pracess of circuit provisioning. Since 50% of network capacity in a SONET is tied up for

protection purposes it leaves a large amount of bandwidth unwed. Another drawback to

SONET systems concerns the amount of time and effort required for installation of
circuits.
In order to install SONET circuits, technicians must be sent to multiple locations to
manually set up the equipment, a process that could take between one to six months.
Nevertheless, the growth in SONET systems does not appear to be showing any signs of
slowing down. According to Pioneer Consulting (August 2000-1.BCR, November

-

2000: 52), over a five-year period from 2000 to 2005, the SONET market is forecast to

reach USDS19.87 billion in North America. This figure includes both traditional and next

generation SONET systems. This growth is fueled by the activities of such optical-based
greenfield carriers as Level(3) Communications and Williams Communications on the
national scene as well as such carriers as b k i n g Glass Networks and American Fiber

Systems on a metropolitan level.

4.3(b) Fattaaing Optical Pipes

Another major optical networking technology is dense wavelength division
multiplexing (DWDM). DWDM is widely considered the most significant innovation in
telecommunications since the invention of fiber optic technology. F i t developed in 1996
by the Linthicum, Maryland-based Ciena Corporation, DWDM technology is poised to
tum the economics of telecommunications upside down. In DWDM, several lasers or

wavelengths of light-also known as Imnbdas-are merged onto a single strand of

optical fiber. DWDM enables the existing optical idhastructure of telephone companies

and other carriers to be dramatically amplified, while allowing them to maintain the same
degree of performance and robustness.

DWDM gear available today from makers of telecommunication equipment support
up to 160 lambdas on a single strand of fiber, each capable of carrying optical signals at

up to OC-192 level. Among the world's leading makers of DWDM equipment are: Nortel
Networks, Ciena Corp., Lucent Technologies. Cisco Systems, Alcatel, Corvis, Fujitsu,
and ON1 systems7.
It is worth noting that while DWDM does significantly increase network capacity, it
also contributes to an increase in a carrier's network transport costs. According to

Heywood (BCR, May 2000: 56), regeneration stations now account for more than half the
cost of building and running some network backbones. That is because light coming into

a regeneration station has to be &-multiplexed into its individual wavelengths. In
addition, each wavelength needs to go through its own OEO conversion process to restore
the strength and shape of the Iight pulses. So, for example, 40 wavelengths need 40

lasers, and lasers are expensive to buy and maintain. Moreover, when a carrier deploys a
higher level of SONET transmission equipment (e.g. OC-768) it will need to install it at
every regeneration station. This represents a highly expensive and time-consuming
proposition (Heywood, Ibid.).
- -- --

-- - -

-

'market
Thc following data from Pioneer Consulting (Cambridge, MA) shows the global DWDM long-haul
share:
Nortet Networks with 45% market share
Lucent Technologics with 26% market share
Ciena Corporation witb 11% market share
Alcatel with 9% market share
0thcrs7with 7% market share
Cisco with 1% market sham
Fujitsu with 1% market share

Sometimes deployment of new networks by some carriers involves installation
SONET at high levels of its hierarchy like OC-192. This practice is in anticipation of
future network growth, but it does not involve lighting up of ail available fiber strands. If

traffic growth is fast and continuous, the carrier can light up more available strands, add
new strands of fiber in its existing conduits, or simply trench the ground and deploy new
conduits.
Fiber optic cables are deployed primarily in three modes:
aerial on existing poles
buried in existing conduit; and
new trenching and laying of conduit (St Amaud, Feb, 2001)
Installation charges in the above three modes are almost entirely made up of labour
costs, which have made deployment of fiber such a costly task. Aerial installation on
existing poles is by far the cheapest installation methodology. It also enables the carrier
to enter new markets faster. This method is also known as optical ground wire or
OPGW.

The latter two methods are very costly due to high costs of trenching, particularly in
metropolitan areas. In North America, the average trenching and installation cost of

optical fiber within a metropolitan area is USD$124,000 per Ian (Nortel Networks,
Spring 2000). Trenching and conduit installation do not always involve insertion of fiber
strands into the conduits. Before fiber can be placed in the conduits, the carrier could
negotiate anchor tenant agreements with customers to determine the number of required
strands.

In the last part of this section, I would like to briefly touch on the existing types of
fiber and the amplification technology. Today there are primarily two types of optical

fiber in the market=multi mode and single mode fiber. Multimode fiber has a core

diameter of between 50-100 microns. It is the most commonly used fiber type for short
distances. Multi-mode fiber allows several beams of light to pass through it, but they
cannot travel long distances..

In contrast to multi-mode fiber, single-mode fiber is best suited for long haul
networks as well as for deployment of DWDM systems. The core diameter of a single-

mode fiber is no more than 10 microns. Since single-mode fiber is extensively used in
DWDM systems in long haul networks, carriers often face a problem swc

to this type

of fiber known asfiber dispersion. Fiber dispersion is the broadening of an optical signal
that results h m the many discrete wavelength components traveling at different rates.
Once the optical signal is converted into digital mode,dispersion limits information
carrying capacity of a single-mode fiber link. Makers of optical cable have especially
designed single-mode fiber products that resist dispersion. They are known as non-zero
dispersion shifted fiber (NZDSF).Major manufacturers of optical fiber in North America
are Corning, Lucent Technologies, Alcatel, and Sumitorno.

In 1995, Corning, the world's largest maker of optical fiber, introduced a

breakthrough amplifying technology known as Erbium-Doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA).

EDFA boosts light signals without OEO conversion process by doping strands of fiber
with erbium, a rare earth element. EDFA gave a tremendous boost to fiber-optic
transmission systems. Instead of requiring a regenerator every 20-25 miles, an optical
amplifier is placed 75 miles apart, and a regenerator is requiredonly once in several
hundred miles (400600 miles). In addition, an optical amplifier can amplify all of the

channels in a DWDM signal, whereas regeneratom are required for each channel
(J'echweb~nc~clopcdia~).

4.4

Dark Fiberg A Waw Paradignr in Telecnmmlaicatioxa8

This section ciescribes one of the most successful new business models in
telecommunications: the dark fiber model. The dark fiber model has fueled heated
discussions in the industry, while at the same time leading to significant shifts in the
economics of telecommunications. Present debates revolve around the model's impact on
incumbent carriers and the future of broadband communications. Changes brought about
by this model include considerable drop in the price of bandwidth and the emergence of
new players that thrive on it.

Dark fiber refers to an optical fiber that does not contain any optronics elements in
it: a dark fiber is void of any signal. Dark fiber is leased to customers that are in need of
communication infrastructure. In this model, it is the customer's responsibility to add
optoelectronics at both ends of the network. Adding transmission to the dark optical fiber
involves placing of SONET or DWDM equipment at both ends of the network.
Customers of dark fiber are primarily competitive carders in need of communication
infrastructure to enter new markets and data intensive organizations that consume large
amounts of bandwidth like most financial institutions.

Proponents of dark fiber make their argument primarily based on the customer's
ability to incxease bandwidth vis-his growth in network traffic. Unlike traditional

metered services, as the argument runs, this capability brings the customer unlimited

bandwidth at a fixed cost combined with unparalleled security due to exclusive use of

fiber. Both in Canada and the US, unique to this business model has been the absence of
incumbent carriers.

In Canada, two of the biggest incumbent carriers. Bell Canada and TELUS
Communications, are obligated by the CRTC tariff structure (Decision 98-11? to provide
optical dark fiber. However, CRTC allows &-tariffing of high-speed services as
competition becomes available on specific routes. For example, between Montreal and
Toronto there's no tariff governing fiber prices, because multiple caniers run fiber on this
particular route (Angus). But in the U.S incumbent local exchange carriers (ILECs) are
under no obligation to provide dark fiber to any customer. There is no tariff structure in
place by the FCC for dark fiber services.

In North America, the most active--though not the only-players in the dark fiber
model are carrier's carriers. A carrier's carrier is a wholesale provider of network

transport services either on a national basis or within a metropolitan area (The Yankee
Group, June 2000: 6). A carrier's carrier operating in a metropolitan area is referred to as

a metro cameer'scam-er.
Customers of dark fiber lease optical fiber on an illdefeasible right of use (lRU)
basis. This means that once the owner leases the optical fiber to the customer, the
customer reserves every right to conduct any type of communication business with the
optical dark fiber. IRU agreements are usually signed for 10-to 20-year periods. 20-year

IRU agreements are mostly made for long-haul transport purposes.

Prior to Decision 98-11. the CRTC had indicated in Decision 97-11that rates for the lease of optical fiber
be based on distance. And today both TELUS and Bell are q u i d to charge their customers b a d on
facility distance and per meter per strand of fiber.

The price of dark fiber depends whether it is needed in a metropolitan area or for
long-haul transport purposes. Dark fiber economics for metropolitan anas tends to be
short term with usually no upftont costs, whereas for longhaul there is an upfront cost
involved. An important cost f

m in leasing dark fiber is the number of strands of fiber

being leased Table 4.2 shows the main factors involved in leasing dark fiber:
Tabk 4.2

Metro
No upbnt cost involved
On short term basis; usually 5 to 10
year
Cost: between USDSSO to $300 per
fiber per month per mi1eIk.m
Sowtct

Long-Haul
Uphnt cost of IRU as well as
recurring cost of co-location rental
Almost always based on 20-year
IRUs
Cost: USD$1200 to $3000 per mile
per fiber on a 20-year IRU basis

Nortel Networks, Fiber Services

Owners of optical idrastructure, mainly carrier's carriers, place strands of fiber

within their conduits based on anchor tenant agreements they make with property
management companies that own large business buildings or residential high-rises in
metropolitan areas. In an anchor tenant agreement, the carrier secures a specific amount
of optical fiber to run to particular building(s), which guarantees revenue flow from that
particular number of strands. Depending on agreements made between the customer and
carrier, optical wavelengths could also be provisioned over the IRU fiber.

4.4

(a) -1ias

Senrice P r w i d e r s

In the same way that deregulation in telecommunications has facilitated entry into
the markets by new service providers, the dark fiber model has provided a platform from
which competitive carriers can launch new communication services. This model is
particularly significant for new service providers because it provides significant cost
reductions in communication infrastructure and helps them focus on their core business.
It is also profitable for the enterprise sector. Scott Berry, Director of praduct marketing at

Metromedia Fiber Networks (MFN), indicates that many enterprise and government
customers have uncertain and unpredictable growth rates in their data and video
communications. So they prefer to run their datdvideo over an infrastructure that is
capable of handling continuous growth, viz. fibr. Moreover, bandwidth scalability
offered by DWDM technology enables further service provisioning to meet the diverse
bandwidth needs of customers. Clearly, this model will have serious ramifications for the
ILECs in North America.

The threat that the dark fiber model poses to incumbent service providers has two
dimensions to it: one is dramatic reduction in the price of bandwidth, and the other is a
dramatic increase in the amount of bandwidth offered to the customer. Berry suggests
that CLECs may still need some copper loop from ILECs but they can bypass the ILEC

central office for the most part via fiber. Therefore, the presence of an alternative

physical infrastructure is a negative factor for ILW3s. As we will see in the section on

metropolitan caniers, small carriers relying on dark fiber inhistructure have managed to
grab some of the most lucrative customers away from incumbent carriers.
Reflecting on the implications of dark fiber model on the ILECs, Ian Angus
(Resident, Angus Telemanagement Group) believes that it fundamentally undermines the
traditional economics of telecommunications as we know them today. The 'traditional
, is,
model of tekcom~'mainly refers to generating revenue via metered s e ~ c e sthat
provisioning of transport s e ~ c e sbased on the amount of bandwidth consumed by the
customer.
Angus further argues that the Canadian ILECs will be compelled to devise new

strategies to face the threat posed by the dark fiber model. Paul Vabakos (partner in
Cornventures) presents an even more pessimist view. He believes that most ILECs will be
facingfiber exhaust as one of their main problems, and that this problem will be more
acute in the metro. He goes on to say that the ILECs will not be able to respond to the
aggressive strategies of new companies like Level(3) Communications and MFN.

In stark contrast, some observers argue that the dark fiber model could offer
significant benefits to the incumbent carriers. Richard Kuehn (President, RAK
Associates) states that one positive implication would be provisioning of dark fiber
connections by carrier's carriers to the ILECs that are expanding their nehuorks outside
their operating regions. This would provide the ILECs an opportunity to reduce the
underlying costs associated with network constru~tion'~.

lo For example, in 1999, Verizon Communications,one of the biggest RBOCs in US, made a USDSSSO
million dark fiber purchase from MFN and acquired 9.9%ownership of the company (Yankee Group, Ibid:
9). Vcrizon plans to use the dark fiber h r n MFN for expansion beyond the states where it operates as an
incumbent. Also in 1999, Bell South, the Atlanta-based Baby Bell, announced a USDS3.5 billion
investment in Qwest Communications to buy 10%stake in the Denver-based giant optical carrier (New

4

(b) Watwo~kManagmt in Dark F i b e r Wetworkr

Customers that run their communication operations on IRU dark fiber need expertise
to manage their networks. Due to the complexities of an optical network, most customers
do not have the in-house expertise needed to manage their network. Customers have the
option of outsourcing the management of their network to a third party that specializes in
the repair and maintenance of fiber optic networks. In many cases these are the same
companies that offer maintenance and repair services to major caniers. They offer the
same terms and conditions to dark f i k r customers as they do for the major carriers. In

many cases the companies that install the fiber are also the ones that maintain it (St.
Arnaud, Ibid).
Companies with significant ownership of optical infrastructure like MFN, Level(3)
Communications, and 360 Networks, have their own set of policies for managing their
customer's network. Some undertake management of all network elements, including
optoelectronics, while others limit their management efforts to only certain aspects such

a s monitoring conduits that contain customer fiber. The following is a brief examination
of how MFN offers network management services'I.

..- -. -----

--

Yonk Timcr,April 19,1999). Bell South will be using Qwest's optical inhbnrcture and expertise in data
and Interaet to provide a broader m g c of services to customers outside its operating states.
" AN the information about MFN's network management services was obtained during a phone interview
with Scott Berry,Director of Product Marketing at MFN.

MFN creates private networlcs for its customers, and the customer is fne to install

whatever teleeom gear they wish. So in a sense MFN dws not manage or monitor the
customer network. MFN does not monitor customer's network traffic, nor does it offer
such services upon request. Rather MFN7smanagement is primarily at the transport
la ye^ it does not involve itself in the application layer. What MFN does is maintain the

fiber network by monitoring the status of fiber strands in the conduits.
In the leased lambda space, MEW manages the optronics equipment that a customer
leases from it. It is requisite upon the customer to m a t e lambdas on the IRU fiber leased

h m MFN. The customer has the choice of either purchasing optronics equipment from a
vendor like Ciena Corp.. or leasing'it b r n MFN and asking the latter to provide
management for it. So MFN provides management for the equipment not the customer's
tra€fic patterns. Unlike MFN. Level(3) Communications offers a more diverse

management service. The main difference between the two competitors is that the l a m
offers traffic monitoring upon customer request. (Chapter Five explores in detail
Level(3)'s operations both in dark fiber and leased wavelength semces).

4.5

Leamiag Wavsleagthrz Light as a Source o f R e v e a u e

As an offshoot of dark fiber services. leasing optical wavelengths has emerged as an

equally successful business model. The roots of this model come from a landmark
technological innovation in 19% by Ciena ~orporation'~.
This innovation is widely seen

-

l2 In 1996. Ciena developed the first wave division multiplexing system that amplified the existing capacity
of fiber optic actworks.

responsible for the cumnt overhaul in telecommunication infkastructure on a global

scale.
WaveIength services are offered based on DWDM techno10gy. Using DWDM
equipment, carriers offer high-bandwidth connections to BPS, large corporate customers,

and wholesale carriers. According to Bill St. Amaud (Senior Director of Advanced
Networks at CANARIE), these services are also called dim-wuvelength and dimfiber,

meaning a wavelength on a network that is sold to a customer like dark fiber. For
example, a customer could buy a dim wavelength between Ottawa and Toronto rather
than leasing fiber on an IRU basis. The chief benefit of leasing wavelengthflambda is that

it helps the customer bypass the costs of leasing dark fiber in the form of 10- to 20-yearold commitments.
One important element in this model is that optical wavelengths are almost always

offered in two rate increments: OC48 and OC-192. Carriers have not yet adopted OC768. The reason for the availability of the above two line rate increments is the high costs

of opteelectronics and laser maintenance. And usually, but not always, the amount of
bandwidth leased in the form of wavelength starts at 50 Gbps. Customers in need of more
than 1SOGbps-2(XKibps of bandwidth are recommended to lease dark fiber.

Offering wavelength s e ~ c ecan
s be conceived in terms of the following two models":
A: On IRU fiber leased by the customer

B: On the Carrier-owned lit fiber

The A model involves creation of wavelengths for the customer on the same IRU
fiber leased by the customer. Implementation of this model depends on whether or not the
carrier would be open to leasing IRU fiber. The customer that leases IRU fiber could ask
either for the installation of opto-electronics or for the creation of wavelengths. The
pricing scheme for this model involves an installation fee and a fixed monthly fee for
bandwidth usage. In this model, where the customer is already paying for the IRU fiber,
the service provider only charges a fixed monthly rate for the bandwidth used.
For example, MFN creates wavelength on the IRU fiber it has leased to a customer
and charges a fixed fee irrespective of the actual amount of bandwidth used on the
wavelength. In contrast, Level(3) Communications charges only in tenns of the actual
bandwidth used in a given month. A customer must decide whether it has the in-house
expertise to manage this function, or whether it should outsource it to a third party.

In the B model, wavelength services are offered on the service provider's fiber.
Wavelengths can be created upon customer demand and fiber availability. Either the
s e ~ c provider
e
or the customer can undertake provisioning of opto-electronic

equipment. However, it is recommended that the service provider lease the

''

The two models discussed here are a picture drawn fiom conversations with executives at Level(3)
Communicationsand Metromedia Fiber Networks.Other carriers in North America involved in this
business follow the same guidelines discussed in thest two models with only minor differences.

optoelectronics equipment to the customer and thus increase revenue from a single
product offering.

The benefit of this model is that it enables competitive service providers and ISPs
alike to evaluate strategically their bandwidth needs in a particular market before
i n c d n g large amounts of capital outlay. In other words, it supplements launching major
network expansion in areas where the capacity may not justify leasing dark fiber.
Multi-dwelling unit 0
real estate properties in metropolitan arras are poised to be
the biggest market segment to be targeted by broadband access providers using
wavelength services. The following categorizes factors that are taken into account by

both service providers and customers in the provisioning and purchasing of dark fiber and
leased lambda s e ~ c e s :
1. Factors in ~rovisioningfiber to data-intensive businesses in metropoiitan areas (service
provider criteria):

-What infrasttructurecurrently e ~ s t now?
s
-Difficulty of getting right-of-way (ROW) permitsllicenses to dig up streets to install
fiber.
-How much f i b r will be needed?
-Is there a demand for private networks (using fiber) vs. leasing Tim from the I m s ?
2. Dark Fiber vs. Leased Lambda (customer criteria):
-What applications are going to be used?

Costs associated with leasing dark fiber vs. leasing lambdas (monthlyfyearly).
-Lengthof IRU dark fiber vs. leased lambda.
-Cost of purchasing equipment + leasing dark fiber compared to just leasing lambdas.
-Time to implement.
3. Consideration to extend fiber to a building- or create a lambda on an existing fibet:
-

-How far is building from fiber backbone?
-Theissue of obtaining parnits to dig up streets to install fiber (ROW).
-Are building tenants high bandwidth users (return on investment)?
Does the camer have the right equipment to offer lambda d c e s ?

4. T y e of eaui~mentdaced at a location with either dark fiber or leased lambdas:

-0pticaVDWDM
-Digital cross connect/switch
-Lambda router
4.6 optical G r a w t h aad Dammad ~larticity

Elasticity of demand is the degree to which a percentage change in price Leads to a
corresponding percentage change in market demand. For example. if market price
declines 3 percent and market volume increases 3 percent, demand elasticity is
.03/.03= -1. In theory, the price of bandwidth should fall vis-a-vis a growth in demand.

This depends on the presence of optical inftastructure, mainly dark fiber, in a given area.

In the past few years, due to lack of sufficient bandwidth and optical inhstmcture.
companies offering Internet services made effom to extend computing cycles and
computer hardware to minimize their bandwidth usage. This led to the emergence of
companies whose specialization was in data compression, caching, and distributed
computing. Akamai is one such company.
However, with optical infkastructure becoming increasingly available, technologies
like caching and distributed computing may not be around for a long time. Moreover,

new service providers with access to optical i n f k a s t r u c ~ i t h etheir
r own or leased

h m others-will

offer their services at cheaper rates to differentiate themselves from

their competitors. David,Passmore (BCR, December 2000: 18)has discussed the

implications of the drop in the price of bandwidth on ILECs. He argues that "incumbents
will be forced to upgrade to the latest technology and bring on more bandwidth. And with
a lower price per unit of optical bandwidth, incumbents will have to sell a lot more just to

maintain current revenues". However, Passmore (Bid)adds that in areas and regions
where dark fiber is not widely available, incumbents will be insulated from the need to
cut their prices.

The increase in the number of wavelength channels on a single strand of fiber is
another force in driving down the price of bandwidth. In the next three years, the industry
expects to see eight times as many DWDM channels on a single strand of fiber

(Passmore, Ibid: 16). The more the number of DWDM channels, the more bandwidth
scalibility and thus the lower costs for high bandwidth services to the customer.
However, if the percentage of the increase in market demand for more bandwidth does
not match the percentage of the reduction in the price of bandwidth, most carriers could
find themselves in a financial quagmire. In light of such a development, the industry will
have to deal with commoditization of bandwidth that can seriously undermine revenue
models of alI communication carriers. This development is also known as bandwidth glut
(see the section on bandwidth glut on p.101).

But the current increase in the number of people getting online in North America and

the number of businesses that establish online presence make demand elasticity in
telecoms a compelling business case. By the end of 2000,3.4 million American homes
and businesses had broadband Internet access through cable modems, compared with 1.2

million DSL subscribers. By 2005, it is estimated that there will be about 13.8 million
cable-modem subscribers and 11.2 million DSL subscribers (New York Times, Dec.28,
2000). Over the long term, though, this could not prove a sustainable growth pattern.

4 -7 Dark l r ~ / L e a a e dWavelength

in Caaadat An Anslyair

In the current transformation in North American telecommunications, upgrading
strategies by established carriers mainly involves expanding their scale and size, while
for new competitive camers it entails diffmntiating themselves from incumbent players.

h Canada, deregulation and transformation in telecoms has Qawn resistance by the
incumbents against the introduction of new optical technologies at the network level. The

Canadian incumbents have presented a number of reasons for misting new developments
in telecommunications at the network layer. On one hand, they argue that Canada is a
small market--one tenth of the US-which

does not have a massive enterprise customer

base spread across numerous metropolitan areas. Given the unlimited bandwidth and
drastically cheaper prices associated with the dark fiberneased lambda models, its
introduction by the incumbents would seriously undermine their bottom line. The
immediate consequence of this model, in incumbents' view, would be loss of jobs for
Canadian professionals on a massive scale.
Despite the industry's position, the dark fiber model is being aggressively pursued

and promoted in Canada. In particular, CANARIE,Canada's advanced Intemet
development organization, has been the torchbearer of dark fiberneased lamda models.

CANARIE is a government-funded organization (Industry Canada), whose goal it is to
accelerate Canada's advanced Internet development and its use by facilitating the
widespread adoption of faster and more efficient

network^'^. In recent years, CANARIE

has been promoting what it calls "customer-owned dark fiber" in a concerted effort to

break the control of Canadian incumbent carriers over the last mile bottleneck. But, as we
will see in the next section, CANARIE's efforts have raised criticism from diverse

viewpoints in the industry.

4.7(a) CAWARIE

&

the I a h a t l y : Battling it Out

CANARIE has advanced the view that essentially every business, school board,

municipality, and government institution in Canada would benefit greatly from the
conveniences associated with dark fiberneased Iambda networks. Under this regime, they
would no longer be dependent upon traditional incumbent phone carriers to provide them
with service, and could save telecommunication costs in excess of 1000% (St. Arnaud,

February 2001: Ibid).
Two important questions can be raised here that need to be answered by CANARIE
officials:
1. How can an organization (egg.school) with no expertise in telecommunications be
able to run and manage complex fiber optic networks?
2. How will CANARIE be able to pursue its goals when its entire operations are run
over leased optical fiber from Bell Canada, the nation's biggest ILEC?

According to Ian Angus, the dark fiber model will certainly affect the incumbents in
Noah America. He maintains that there is good reason to be concerned about the ability
of municipalities, as operators of telecom networks, to make wise technology decisions.
He points to the lack of expertise in understanding emerging technologies on the part of

municipalities. However, Angus gives credit to CANARIE for its efforts to bring optical
broadband networks to nual Canada.

Eamon Hoey (Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Hoey-Fox associates) shans
Angus's thoughts on the implications of dark fiberneased wavelength models for

Canadian telecoms. But he is critical of dark fiber model and the carriers that have based
their business model on it. Hoey believes that the dark fiber model does not break the

ILEC control over the last mile and argues that the hard part of it is extending the fiber to

business buildings and residential areas, a task he believes is not yet tackled in Canada.
Regarding CANARIE,though, Hoey takes a somewhat hard-line approach and
simply calls for the organization's closure. According to Hoey, CANARIE's activities en
part of a bigger problem, which he calls the problem of bureaucrats. He argues that

CANARlE comes from a thinking based on the ability of bureaucrats in Ottawa to

develop an industrial policy for the country by spending government money. Hoey
fiuther argues that the theory behind CANARIE's existence is a leftover fiom 1960's,
1970's, and the 1980's when bureaucrats thought they could positively adjust the
market".
Canadian telcos have reserved their own disagreements with CAN-

s activities.

According to Bill MacDonald ( Assistant Vice President at TELUS's business
communications unit), CANARIE has been acting unilaterally in what it has been
promoting. MacDonald argues that CANARIE has not taken a broad industry approach

and has been making its own one-sided perspective on what is good for the Canadian
economy. He asserts that the business model being promoted today comes mainly from
" Calling CANARIE's activities in tclccommunicatio~~~
true idiocy and abso1utely ludicrous, Hoey points
out how the same individuals at CANARIE supported the ill-hted C2Plus wireless project in the late
L980's, which later failed miserably and put Canada five years behind in the development of PCS
technologies. Elaborating on C2Plus, Hoey explains that the same people at today's CANARIE thought
they could export the wireless technology to the rest of the world because Norttl Networks pushed them to
deploy it and standardize it with the promise of creating thousands of jobs for Canadians. Yet today Canada
has less penetration of wireless PCS than most Europe and particularly Nordic countries.

Bill St. Arnaud (Senior Director of Advanced Networks at CANARE), not from any
other segments of telecommunications. MacDonaId maintains that St. Amaud is pushing

a social agenda surrounding the Industry Canada's Connecting ~ d initiative.
& ~
and uses this to spin other things such as customer-owned private dark fiber networks.
However, MacDonald admits that some of the under1ying concepts of what St.
Arnaud is promoting are valid, but questions other aspects such as the expertise of those
who are expected to operate these complex networks. MacDonald believes that taxpayers

should not pay for municipalities and education institutions activities in
telecommunications and emphasizes that this expertise already exists in organizations
that retain them. For example, MacDonald argues that it does not make sense for a
kindergarten to run a fiber optic network.
As the senior director of Advanced Research and Development Network Operations

Center (ARDNOC) at CANARIE, Bill St. Arnaud responds to the criticisms leveled
against his organization by arguing first that CANARE is not in any way advocating an
industrial policy or industrial technology approach. In response to concerns surrounding
municipally owned dark fiber networks, St. Amaud says that it has never been
CANARIE's policy to advocate municipalities run telecommunication networks. Instead,

he clarifies that what CANARIE is trying to do is to ensure that the optical network
infrastructure remains open to all competitors in any community. According to St.
Amaud, municipalities can ensure that their right-of-way access is provided to companies
that keep their strands of fiber fully open to all competitors".
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It is the name of a project used first by John Manley, then minister of Industry.
O n the failure ofCZPlus, St Arnaud concurs with Hoey that it was a dismal failure but ad& that Nortel
was not the only supporter of the project. It was also supported by the Industry Canada
l7

On CANARIESrelationship with Canadian ILECs, St. Amaud asserts that

CANARIE's main problems and differences are with TELUS Communications.
According to St. Amaud, TELUS's management is concerned about the implications of
the customer-owned dark fiber model and its competitive potential since the model can
undermine the company's main revenue stream, which is based on the traditional
bandwidth metered system. In contrast, St. Arnaud asserts that CANARIE has not faced

any resistance h m Bell Canada in this regard and that it enjoys a healthy relationship
with Bell. However, St. Arnaud emphasizes that the bulk of Canadian ILECs' revenue is
still generated at the last mile, which is primarily voice communications.

4 * 7 ( b ) What i. W-?

CANARIE's attempts over the past four years to connect Canada's R&D institutions
have been significant and remain under-appreciated. Many Canadians are still not aware
of CANARIE7svaluable contributions in the adoption of new technologies in education
and research institutions. However, CANARIE is increasingly becoming an institution

embarked on setting the agenda for Canadian telecommunications, a development that
some observers claim is stepping outside the framework of its responsibilities.
At this time it is too early to say whether or not CANARIE has emerged victorious in
its promotion of customer-owned dark fiber networks in Canada. Being the most
connected country in the world, one wonders whether CANARIE's plans should be
adopted, ultimately to the detriment of the industry and the risk of thousands of
professional jobs migrating to south of the border.

CANARIE's contract with Industry Canada will expire in late July of 2002.
According to St. Arnaud, for the first time in 3 years CANARE will not receive new

program funding in the 2001 fiscal year. CANARIE plans to launch CAnet4, which
according to St.Amaud, would require minimal funding compared to CAnet3. If
CANARlE does not receive finding for the launch of CAnet4, it plans to Link its existing
infhstnrcture to an American carrier and ask for high-speed connectivity to 1ntemet2".

But CANARIE is not the only Canadian organization promoting communication Senices
based on dark fiber and leased wavelength models. Other major Canadian organizations

b m both private and public sectors involved in these models include:
360Nehuorks
Big Pipe from Shaw Cable

municipality and utility companies

360 Networks is the biggest Canadian organization in the private industry conducting
business in dark fiber and leased lambda areas. The Vancouver, BC-based carrier's
carrier has already extensive operations in the US and is involved in deploying optical
infhstnrcture in major metropolitan areas across North America, Europe,and Asia. The
company is planning to target large businesses with its leased lambda services, which
could offset a major telecom war in Canadian markets. 360 Networks has a strategic
alliance with Alcatel, the giant French maker of telecommunication equipment, to build a

'%tern&
is the equivalent of C h t 3 in the US with a strict focus on c o d g American universities
and colleges. It is led by over 180 univcrsitics working in parmersbip with private industry and the US
ovcrnment (www.internct2.edu).
Big Pipe Inc. a subsidiary of Shaw Ventures, is s natiod fiber optic network with US pointo of p r ~ ~ ~ a c e
(POPS) in Washington, DC;Palo Alto, California; Chicago, Illinois; Seattle, Washington; and New York,
among others. With dark fiber leased h r n 360networks, Big Pipe is creating a 12-strandfib= optic
backbone covering 3,939 miles ( B r u d 6 a n d Week,February 5,2001).

'

USDS1.6 billion undersea transoceanic fiber optic network linking North A m r i c a and
Japan (Globe d Mail, Nov. 1.2000).
Other emerging players in Canada in this space include municipalities and utility
companies. While they lack experience in telecommunications, they do control right-ofway access and thenfore have the option of deploying optical infhtructure in
metropolitan anas in the hope of selling dark fiber to business customers. Hydro One
Telecom, a subsidiary of Hydro One in Ontario and South Dundas municipality in Ottawa
are two such organizations (Angus Telemmraggement, Nov.6.2000).

However, for 360 Networks,municipalities, or utilities to become successful with
their business plans, they must take into account the bandwidth needs of businesses. If
businesses do not require massive bandwidth offered via these models and do not want to
invest in the associated optoclectronic equipment, it will take a long time for these
models to reach maturity stage. Nevertheless, the exponential growth in network traffic is
signaling a promising prospect for them.

4.8

Co-locatforrt bdoze Space for More C a r r i e r i

Tremendous expansion in competitive bandwidth provisioning fueled by
deregulation has spurred an unprecedented thirst on the part of carriers for more space in
which to house their communication equipment. This trend has led to the emergence of a
new model in te1ecommunications known as co-locution.

In the past, co-location involved a situation where a CLEC or an ISP housed its
equipment with a dominant provider like MCIWorldcom or an RBOC. But today both

ILECs and major Internet backbone providers like UUNet (an MCIWorldcom company)

are fast nmning out of 'co-lo' space. This has led to the emergence of companies whose

main expertise is in providing space to emerging niche service providers. These niche
service providers include applications service providers (ASPS),content providers, video
streaming companies, metropolitan broadband access providers, and building local
exchange carriers (BLECs). Some of the players in this space include: Co-lo.com;
Corehation; Equinix; Eureka; Switch & Data Facilities; AboveNet (an MFN
subsidiary); and Co-space.com. Some of the above players have experience in the real
estate business.

The important thing to note about this sector is the seemingly endless demand by
niche service providers for more co-location space. In 1999, the hosting market was a

USDS1.8 billion and is expected to be more than a USDS17.6 billion industry by 2003
(Tele~ommag~ne,
Nov.2000). It is estimated that there are 42 national co-lo providers,
with more than 25 million square faet coming on-line in 2002, a 50% increase over

,
current availability ( T e l e c o ~ g a z i n eIbid).
4.8(a) lWo-Flavors of Co-location and
Service Characteriatica

Co-location is a form of provisioning central office (CO) space. Providers of CO
space are also known as cam*erhotels. The term carrier hotel refers to the space and
other value added services that these companies offer to their customers. The companies

in this space en also referred to as Internet business exchanges. Co-lo providers fall into
two categories: neutral and mn-neutral.
A neutral co-lo provider gives niche senrice providers immediate access to owners of

high bandwidth fiber backbone, like Level(3) Communications and MFN. Owners of

fiber backbone could also be metro carrier's carriers like FiberNet Telecom and

American Fiber Systems. Fiber connectivity is of crucial importance to any customer of
co-o companies b e c a w it is the main platform from which the customer can launch its
se~ces.

Unlike the traditional telecom CO model, where carriers lease physical space from a
building owner, neutral co-lo providers offer air conditioning, backup DC power, dust
control and high-level security in addition to ma1 estate (Tele~ommag~ne,
Ibid). A
neutral co-lo provider enables service providers to have access to major backbone
networks. In this way, service providers do not have to go through costly capital outlays
such as building their own network backbone.
A major appeal of a neutral co-location facility is carrier choice and the ability to

interconnect with a wide range of suppliers (America's Network, October 2000).
Moreover, a neutral co-lo facility can act as a matchmaker by joining its tenants (service
providers) together in senrice partnerships based on common needs. In many cases ISPs
and ASPS have linked services, as have competitive local service providers and web
hosting companies, among other partnership configurations (Teledocom, January 8,
2001). For each alliance, the co-lo provider charges involved parties a fee.

Non-neutral co-lo providers prefer customers they have been already conducting
business with. Non-neutral companies are generally incumbent service providers that are

mandated by regulatory requirements to provide racks of CO space to their competitors.
Regulatory responsibilities and partnerships with customers/competitors have caused
most incumbent service providers to run out of space for co-location in their COs.
Nevertheless, unlike carrier-neutral co-lo providers, non-neutral carriers own their

networks and guarantee network connectivity. Regardless of type, co-lo providers need to
take into consideration and execute the following four elements in their overall service

provisioning (Tele~ommag~ne,
Ibid):

access to capital
fiber connectivity
power supply

choice of location

Of the above four elements, fiber connectivity and power supply are most critical for

any ca-lo provider. A co-lo provider's value to its customers lies in its ability to connect
them to backbone fiber optic networks. Therefore, ensuring access to the backbones of
major optical carriers like Level(3), MFN, or Worldcorn is essential before the launch of
service. It is worth noting that for optical backbone catTiers providing connectivity to colo providers could sometimes conflict with their business strategy. This is because most
optical backbone carriers also have their own co-lo facilities. Without fiber connectivity.
a co-lo provider is nothing more than a building.
Sufficient availability of power is equally critical for any co-lo provider. It has

become a particularly pressing issue for many co-lo companies in major metropolitan
areas like New York City and throughout the state of California, where companies are
struggling with inadequate electric power. To alleviate power shortages, therefore, many

caxxier hotels have opted to locate their facilities on university campuses, where spare
power capacity is usually available in sufficient amounts (St. Amaud). TOavoid power

shortage crises, c h e r hotels increasingly establish strategic presence in Ti& and Tier3

metropolitan iireas. The cheaper cost of na1 estate is another reason.
Because a neutral CO is hmdamentally a d-estate issue, entry requires upfkont
capital. Most neutml and even non-neutrai CO-locationfacility owners buy the building,
and buiid the facility based on presold commitments. (Telecomnzug&ne, Ibid). For

example, in yea. 2000,360 Networks paid USDS118 million in cash and USDS26
million in stock to secure CO-locationspace in Los Angeles, Atlanta, and Dalias
(America 's Network, Ibid).

Basic CO-locationservices include space and bandwidth but no managed services. In
its early stages, this was the most popular platfom in CO-locationbusiness, as customers

outsourceci servers to reduce trafic costs and improve their network performance.
Incnasing competition in the co-10 space has prompted companies to look for new ways
to differentiate themselves h m their cornpetitors. This has made the CO-lo market
extremely price-cornpetitive. Rob Lamb. Vice Resident of business development and
founder of Colo.com, asserts that the CO-10business is no longer just about finding a use
for an old building (Teledorcom, Ibid: 64). Co-10 companies have decided to offer valueadded services as their chief differentiating product strategy. Citing increased

competition in ce10 space, Ron McMurtry (BCR, January 201: 37), Vice President of ebusiness st WorldCom characterizes the CO-Ioindustry as long-distance ail over again",
cunningly refemng to shaip decreases in long-distance pnces in recent years that have
tumed it into one of the least profitable sectors in telecoms.

Dick Anderson, chief technology officer at AT&T Solutions, disagrees with
McMurtry arguing instead that by adding value added services (e.g. data storage

capability and e-business bfkutructute) to their portfolio of products, co-lo companies
will be able to win large size customers. Anderson goes on to say that large size

customers, such as banking institutions, gravitate to the more highly managed mvices
because they will be able to expand more aggressively into e-business applications,

which can be provided to them by co-lo companies (BCR, January 2001: Ibid). The
opportunity to avoid capital outlay necessary to launch and maintain services offered by

co-lo companies enables customers of all size to meet high and unpredictable growth in
their business. The following table (4.3) illustrates customer priorities in selecting their
ideal co-lo provider. As shown in the table, reliability (e-g. sufficient power) and

sufficient bandwidth (e.g. fiber connectivity) stand out as the most critical factors.

Tabk
3
- ---- 4- --

Reliabiity
Bandwidth
Security

I

Other
Price
Access to equipment
Technical support
Location
Managed Services
State-of-the-art facility

22%
21%
16%
1296
10%
5%
I 5% ]
5% 2%
2%
--

Source: The Phillips Group (in Telcdotcom, Ibid)
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4.9 The B r o a d b a n d Scene: OPtics to the Edge

Over the past three years, the industry has witnessed penetration of fiber optic
communication systems from their original use in long-haul networks into local access
networks. This section explores the state of emerging broadband technologies and service
providers in North America and their prospects of success. It adds a h

h perspective to

the current debate surrounding the bandwidth glut, and elaborates on the significance of
metropolitan markets in the development of broadband services.

The exponential growth in Intemet traffic is not just a North American phenomenon
but is being witnessed on a global scale. However, the bulk of traffic is being generated
in Canada and the US (58%. see Chart 4.1). According to International Data Corp.
(EX?, the number of computers and other devices worldwide accessing the Internet

will grow from 78 million at the end of 1997 to more than 515 million by the end of 2002
(in America's Network, April, 1999). There will be multiple Intemet devices per user,
particularly as the number of non-PC access devices grows during this five-year period
Initially, the bulk of Internet users was at home and in mid or large size businesses. But
over the next several years, smaller businesses will increase their presence on the

Internet.

IDC provides information services about technology, industry analysis. market data, and strategic
guidance to builders, providers and users of information technology. The company is based in Framingham,
Massachusetts m,idc.corn).
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Consistent growth in Internet traffic results in consistent growth in the diversification of
access technologies followed by a &crease in prices. In the past tm years, access
technologies (e-g. 56K modems and DSL modems) have gained market share in both
residential and business environments. But the growth of market share has not been equal
for all of them. In fact, some of the access technologies have seen their prominence rise
in the early years of the Internet and then fall, as Internet users demanded more highbandwidth access technologies. Table 4.4 illustrates the pace of demand for a variety of
access technologies based on their revenue projections.

But as broadband communication technologies become more widely available and
adopted by mon users. low bandwidth technologies such as 56Kbps modems and ISDN
will be replaced by higher-sped access technologies like DSL and cable modem.The

latter options will continue to be the dominant modes of broadband access technologies
for the foreseeable fuhm.Phone companies and cable carriers will continue to battle it
out in convincing more customers to choose their respective mode of broadband
platform. Despite their lax perfomrance in recent years in catching up with cable carriers,
phone companies are gaining considerable ground in providing DSL to customers, both
in residential and business sectors2'.

For example, in 2000 both Verizon (New York) a d BcU South (Atlanta). two of the largest RBOCs in
the US, rolled out more tban 755.000 DSL lines, meeting their expectations for the year (Teledorcom,
January 2001: 11). And here in Canada, according to Strategis Gtoup, a Washington-based profcssiod
research and consulting firm, by 2003 there will be 3 5 million DSL subscribers in Caaada compared to
only 1.8 million cable modem subscribers (in BCR, October 1999:8).

'includes integrated services digital network (ISDN)
*includeslocal loops and customer premises equipment (CPE)
Source: IDC 1999

The only contending technology that could potentially nnder DSL and cable modem
technologies obsolete is fiber-to-the-x (FITx). F I T x involves direct penetration of
optical fiber to residential neighbourhoods, inside buildings, or to neighbowhood curbs.

It will be the last major push of optical fiber to the network. The main featwe of this
technology is its ability to bypass the copper-based last mile, which cumntly generates
the bulk of the revenue for cable and telephone companies. A main area of activity for
camer's carriers in metropolitan markets has been extending the reach of fiber to

corporate buildings, and in some cases, to residential condominiums.

But of the existing scenarios in F I T x technology, fiber-to-the-home 0
is the
least likely in North America. This is due to high cost of trenching and deploying fiber to

each and every house. In the U.S and Canada, many people live in detached homes.
Therefore, for a long time to come, in North America most people will have to cling to

their DSL and cable modems as their primary choice of broadband technologies.
According to Richard Kuehn (Resident, RAK Associates), even though FLTx is the

desired mode of broadband for the future,it does not make sense to extend a strand of
fiber to a neighborhood to provide a 64 IBps voice channel and perhaps 1-2Mbps of data

for Internet browsing. commenting on why FITx is not cost effective as a residential
access technology, Paul Vabakos of Cornventure cites the inability of carriers in this
space to have access to capital to extend optical networks in residential neighbourhoods.

The only factors that could make this technology cost effective are:
continuous reduction in the price of optoelectronics;
and the development of new trenching technologies that would drastically reduce
the cost of labour.

4.10

The B W w i d t h Glutr To B e l f eve or Not to Believe

According to KMI ~ o r p .over
~ , the past 21 years, 85 million miles of fiber were
installed in the United States alone. More than two-thirds of that was installed since 1996,
with a full 33 million fiber miles coming in year 2000. The debate on bandwidth glut

emerged when industry analysts and observers were alarmed by the massive deployment
of optical infiastnrcture in North America Immense activities in the deployment of fiber
22

Erom Teledotcom,March 19,2001, p.52. KMI Corp. is a company based in New Port, Rhode bland that
conducts rcscarch and provides consulting on global fiber optic markets (www.kmicorp.com).

optic i b t r u c t u r e by both new and incumbent carriers alike has prompted many
industry obsexvers to suggest that supply in bandwidth could won surpass demand and

turn it into a cheap commodity. Though it is too early at this time to announce the arrival
of a bandwidth glut, its emergence could certainly have devastating effeds for the
telecom industry on a global basis.
John Puttre (BCR, August 1998: 12). principal at Puttre hceP and a staunch believer

in bandwidth glut, likens the developments in the optical sector to long-distance
industry's present woes. He argues that the emergence of hundreds of long-distance

provide= and resellers h m late 1980's andkid 1990's drove down per minute cost of a
long-distance call by more than 80%. Puttre argues that the n d by major long-distance

camm at the time (Sprint, MCI, ATBT, Worldcorn) to fill up their newly deployed
optical pipes with voice traffic, was the main drive behind the emergence of hundreds of
long-distance resellen. These resellers were invited to find customers to generate traffic

and revmue on the networks of major long-distance carriers. Thus, finding a longdistance buyer became a reseller's chief responsibility.
Ambitious deployment of optical inhstructure in North America by such carriers as

Level(3) Communications and Global Crossing has prompted them to take their model
global. Since these companies have deployed massive optical infiastructure overseas,
their critics have argued that these business models will be a major force in creating
bandwidth glut on a global scale.

Puttrc Inc. is a professional firm that specializes in strategic marketing. consulting. and inte1ligencc
gathering for telephony, computing, video and Internet companies.

For example, Graharne Lynch (Group Editorial Director at Advanstar
~ommunications~,
argues that in some areas big optical pipes Q not match the small

geographic areas and small populations that they serve (America'sNetwork,February
2001). Lynch cites the 8 Terabit optical link between Singapore and India--the largest

live optical link announced to date-and

questions whether such a huge optical link is

needed between two countries with limited communication inhstructm and v a y small
number of Internet users3.
Lynch goes on to point out that North American &a-CLECs (those that concentrate
on data-intensive customers in metropolitan markets) could have generated more
bandwidth in metropolitan areas, which would have helped fill the enonnous capacity
that is being deployed today. Lynch supports industry criticisms leveled at such

companies as UUNet and Level(3) that have claimed that Internet demand is doubling
every thra to four months. Using data from AT&T research labs and academic
institutions, Lynch (Ibid.) argues that in fact the Internet growth is doubling every 12
months.
The current abundance in bandwidth could be best realized if high-bandwidth

applications such as video and audio streaming became more widely available by service
providers and were part of mainstream communication services. Despite the above

arguments and counterarguments regarding bandwidth glut, carriers continue their
crusade in building substantial optical idkastructure. Table 4.5 illustrates the range of

"Advanstar Communications (www.advanstar.com) is a worldwide business information company serving

specialized markets with information resources and integrated markting solutions. The company is based
in Boston, MA and has 103 business publications. and organizes more than 101 tradeshows and
conferences. Among its publications includeAmerica's Network.
I is worth mentioning that India's fixed line tcledensity mcloures at just 3% and that Singapore, with a
population of just 4 million, will never have a bigger Internet base than Los Angeles County (America's
Network Ibid.).

activities in the deployment of optical ishstructure by global carriers. Carriers in italics

are European based.

~ d 4.5:k Global Facility-Based Bandwidth hmygents
Operator
I
Planned Intercity
-

I

Network Reach

Fiber Miles

,

MetromediaFiber
Networks
Global C m s h g
360 Networks
Fkag Tekcom
W i i Communications
Qwest Commdcations
Level(3) Communications

200,000

67 US and European cities

100,000
88,000
40,000
31,000
26,000
20,000

Aerie Networks
Global TekSvs&ms
Enron
Co& Tekcom
We1
KPNQwed6

20,000
16,000
lS,oOO
9,000
6,000
4,100

200 cities worldwide
100 cities worldwide
20 cities worldwide
125 US cities
150 US cities
150 US, Asian, and
European cities
200 US cities
50 European cities
40 US and European cities
32 European cities
64 European and US cities
50 European cities

Source: Americas Netwod, February 2001

Countering the tide of pessimism over bandwidth glut are those who see the whole
issue as a myth. Bandwidth optimists present their argument based on cost analysis,

taking into account the amount of capital needed to create bandwidth glut.

James Crowe (Chief Executive Officer at Level(3) Communications) is one of the
optimists who does not believe in any potential emergence of a bandwidth glut. Quoting
Bob Metcalf, the inventor of Ethernet, Crowe argues that to say there's a glut of
In 1999, Qwest of Denver, CO and KPN Royal, the Dutch incumbent carrier. johtly founded
KPNQwcst (www.eu.mt). The company targets European markets.

I

bandwidth because there's a lot of fiber is like saying there's a glut of microprocessor
because there is abundant sand. Fiber to bandwidth, Crowe maintains, is Iike sand to

microprocessor, meaning it is a necessary component but it takes enormous e f ' to turn
the fiber into usable bandwidth. And yet this is what is ohen missed in discussions of

bandwidth glut. For instance, the cost of fiber as a percentage of the total cost of a
finished bit over the life of the fiber is only about 4%;the remaining %% is the cost of
operations and optoelectronics to light it up (personal interview with Crowe).

Crowe huther points out that to light up even the cumnt amount of fiber in the

ground would take approximately USD$l trillion dollars, a financial prospect simply out
of question. The total amount of capital spent on optoelectronics in 2000 hardly exceeded

USD$lS billion. So we have not seen any evidence of glut yet and there may not be one
for a long time to come. According to Crowe, the time-consuming process of circuit
provisioning is another indicator against bandwidth glut and today, if customers want a
broadband connection at 0C3 or OC12 rates, they will have to wait in line for at least 4
to 6 months.
Richard Nespola, (President and Chief Executive Officer at The Management
Network Group m G ) , one of Awrica's leading telecom consulting firms) shares
Crowe's views and supports his stance from a marketing perspective. In arguing against
charges on bandwidth glut, Nespola raises the following two questions:
How can the enormous raw bandwidth available underground be turned into
marketable products and d c e s ?
How can the industry provide the human expertise required to market such a
massive infrastructure to potential customers in the form of communication
S~MC~S?

What is clear in discussions surrounding the bandwidth glut is that the price of
bandwidth will continue to decline worldwide. For example, according to the
International Telecommwication Union 0,
the cost of international circuits has been
decreasing at an astonishing rate of 72% annually (Lynch, Ibid). But since the majority of
telecommunication networks around the globe are increasingly becoming data centric, the
question of bandwidth glut becomes less relevant.
Moreover, on a global basis we may soon witness a shift in the direction of Internet
traffic growth h m North America to Europe and Asia Pacific. In North America this

shift would entail a growing maturity in markets as end users move toward the use of
multimedia applications on the Internet. However, in Europe and Asia it would imply

continuous decline in the price of regular Internet services, which would enable more end

users to get online and generate more bandwidth. But, this shift does not necessarily
mean that Europe and Asia Pacific would surpass North America in Internet traffic
growth. It would mainly imply drastic growth in traffic as a result of &regulatory

policies adopted by the respective governments in those regions. Only in the absence of
the above global developments could we experience a potential bandwidth glut.
To witness the growth necessary to fill the available optical-based broadband
networks, it is important that they demonstrate deep penetration into metropolitan areas,
where the bulk of bandwidth is generated. Since much of the activities in the buildout of

optical infhstructwe have taken place in long haul networks, the focus of the industry
should increasingly shift toward equipping metropolitan areas with optical infiastruchm.
Fortunately, this shift has already taken place.

4 . 1 1 Mmtropolf taa Area Rlbtrr~rkrt Badwidth Attack

in mtro

The tenn metropolitan area network (MAN)is originally derived h m the

LAN is a communication network that
networking term local area network 0.
serves users within a confined area such as a building or a campus. Therefore, MANs can
be considered the next step in LANs that are extended in their reach to cover a

geographic area such as a city or suburb. MANs are still evolving in topology, data rates,

and above all access protocols. Their emergence has created the single most dynamic
sector in North American telecommunications. The following critical factors have
contributed to the emergence of MANs:
a

concentration of Internet traffic in metropolitan areas;
increasing sophistication in the bandwidth needs of corporate customers in
metropolitan areas;
absence of adequate fiber optic khstructure to support the massive growth of
Internet traffic in metropolitan areas.

The above factors have led not only traditional carriers but also a new breed of
carriers to target data-intensive customers in metropolitan areas with advanced optical.
the charge here are metropolitan carrier's carriers that are funded
based s e ~ c e sLeading
almost entirely by venture capital finns. These caniers have sprung in Tierl. Tied, and
Tier3 metropolitan areas, where supply of fiber-optic capacity is less developed than in
s been carrier's carriers core
long haul networks. Until recently, transport s e ~ c ehave
products. These services have been mainly in the form of lit fiber,dadc fiber, and
wavelength services. But increasingly, services by metro carrier's carriers have evolved

beyond transport solutions to include co-lo, fiber comectivity, and Gigabit ~ t h e r n e p .
Joining the chorus of metro senrice providers are utility companies and municipalities,
some of them aggressively expanding fiber-optic nehuorks in major metropolitan areas.
Metro service providers fall into two main categories: those that are facility-based

and have their own optical infratructure (metro carrier's carriers-Table 4.6); and those
that are nonfadity-based and rely on infkastructure from others. There is also a

subcategory within metro service providers that are also nonfacility-based and market

their services to tenants of apartment complexes and commercial buildings. This
particular breed of metro carriers is known as building local enchange carriers,or

BLECs.
The following summarizes the main characteristics and some of the challenges of metro

service providers:
they are carrier neutral;
they capitalize on the transport needs of large corporate customers;
they offer bandwidth in the range of DS3 (45Mbps) to OC192 (10Gbps);
securing right-of-way is one of their main obstacles;
non-facility-based carriers rely on optical infrastructure from facility-based
carriers;
they are h d e d by venture capital firms;
they tend to capitalize on their real estate expertise to target multi-tenant units in
the metro;
they provide a communication platform to niche service providers like media
streaming companies to launch their services in metropolitan areas.

Metro carrier's carriers utilize the latest optical technologies to reduce transport
costs associated with legacy transport technologies. They prefer optical transport

An Ethernet technology that raises transmission sped to 1 Gbps. Rimarily used in backbone network
metro carriers am increasingly adopting it as a competitive advantage against ILECs. Some metro carriers
offer this service to corporate customers as a high-speed and affordable solution.

platforms that support multiple protocols (e-g. IP,TDM, ATM). Taking advantage of

DWDM technology, metm carriers offer multi-protocol services on a single
wavelength, which gives them cost competitiveness and fast time-to-market
capabilities.
For example, a lOMbps Ethernet service consumes an entire DS3 circuit when
deployed on a traditional SONET network. In contrast, multi-protocol support on a
single wavelength permits arbitrary mixing of IP and other protocols. Here, a 10Mbps
Ethernet service consumes no more than lOMbps (Kennedy, T e l e ~ o m m u g ~ n e ,
February 2001). The multi-protoc01 capability of the metro optical systems give a

service provider the opportunity to combine TDM and SONET circuits coming into the
system onto a single circuit (Kennedy, Ibid).

The widespread availability of Ethernet in the enterprise sector, combined with its
simplicity, reliability, robustness, and relatively inexpensive associated costs have made
it a prime target for MAN-based carriers. According to Sweeney (America 's Network,

December 2000) Ethernet and IP already account for most of the total network traffic in
the US, so the overall network should reflect this fact by harmonizing itself with the
structure of the enterprise.

The price of a Gigabit Ethernet-based connection (1000Mbps) in a metropolitan area
is projected to be equal to that of a T3 (4SMbps) or an OC-3 (15SMbps) connection.

According to David Passmore (BCR, July 2000: 18), if a customer does not have enough
traffic to justify a full Gigabit Ethemet connection, lower cost 101100-Ethernet services

can be provided on the Gigabit carrier's MAN backbone at equally low prices. Moreover,
the bulk of expenditure (80%) for facility-based MANS come from CO and the remaining

20% are channel related expenses (Weingarten, 1999: 15).
According to results from a research conducted by Dell'Oro Group that compares
the average selling price of Fast Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet, and 10 Gigabit Ethernet

switches to those of OC3. OC 12,OC48, and OC192, there are stark price differentiation

between SONET and Ethemet gear. The prices-based on Layer 3, modular-based, fiber
ports-are

converted into dollars per Gigabit of bandwidth.

Ethernet Port

10 ports of Fast Ethemet (each port at USD$475 in 2000) e q d s 1GigE of
bandwidth ($4750);
Average selling price for Gigabit Ethernet (that is one single port) is $1550;
In 2004, the average selling price per Gigabit of Fast Ethernet will be $3,116; Gigabit
Ethemet will cost $838; and 10Gigabit Ethtmet port will be $485.
WNET Gear

Dell'Oro Group applies the same methodology to SONET equipment, using 0C3
(155Mbps) ports:
a About 6.5 0C3 ports would be needed for one Gigabit of bandwidth, each port
costing $6,229 apiece. So the total comes to $40.1 18;
a In 2004, one Gigabit of bandwidth with the same number of 0C3 ports will be
$263,676 (Clavenna in Lightreuding.com, November 2000).

A comparative look at the above two f m e s of technologies suggests that Ethemet

bandwidth will continue to be 85%cheaper than SONET bandwidth for the foreseeable

future. Put another way, service providers can spend either USD$150,000in Ethemet
equipment, or USD$l million on SONET gear to get the equivalent bandwidth. As one
can see, carriers in the MAN space are betting on the above cost reductions promised by
Ethernet technology. They offer high-speed services at a fiaction of the price of a T1
comection.

MAN carriers can also be described as part of the nonSONET block in the industry.
Deployment of SONET gear is intertwined with ATM switching system and chipset
limitations on ATM switches that have-restrictedit to OC-12 (622Mbps) capacity have
made MAN carriers turn their focus to Ethernet technology. They argue that the above

bandwidth limitations on ATM-SONET systems in the metro hinder carriers to provide

business customers with high-bandwidth services in the range of Gigabits.
Cogent Communications (D.C.) is a well-publicized example of a MAN carrier that
offers Gigabit Ethernet services at cheap prices. But despite the publicity the company
has meived, it has yet to demonstrate sips of profitability. Almost all of Cogent's

funding comes from Cisco Systems, which also acts as the primary supplier of equipment
to Cogent. Therefore, it is too early to talk about MAN carriers' financial success at this
time.

~ . b 4.6:
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Thest companies are deploying
fiber not only targeting business
customas, but also aiming to
compete with major CATVs in
their operating regions.

In this chapter I have tried to shed light on the most crucial developments in North
American telecommunications over the past ten years. I have focused on innovative
technologies and their associated business models, which, together have contributed
significantly to the profound transformations in the telecommunications sector. As we

saw in the course of this chapter, these transformations have been at the infrastructure
level and are enabled largely by advances in fiber optic technologies. The chapter also
highlighted the role of new breeds of camers that are poised to set a new agenda in the
North American telecom landscape.

Since the full deregulation of telecom markets-we

have witnessed two waves of

competition at the local loop: the first was the emergence of CLECs with a business
model heavily dependent on ILEC infrastructure; the second was the rise of metro service
providers. As we saw in Chapter Two, the CLEC story has become primarily one of
failure due to their flawed business model and the over-optimistic view by regulators,
who felt that interconnection laws would result in the emergence of competition in the
last mile.
As far as metro service providers go, their main challenge will be service delivery in

a timely manner. The main problem facing metro-centric carriers is one of managing the

connectivity needed by customers. This includes rapid and dynamic provisioning of
bandwidth to wholesale and retail customers (Weingarten, Ibid: 4).
A certain development inwaiting for this nascent sector is a wave of consolidation. A

good number of these cvriers will become target of acquisition, either as a result of

bankruptcy or in the form of strategic alliances. In such a scenario, the buying companies

will mainly benefit from the physical assets put into place by the failed companies rather

than winning a new customer base. Concerning the industry claims in the optical
networking sector--thepromise of virtually limitless bandwidth, ultra low costs, ondemand provisioning, and elimination of OEO conversion process- will take a long time
to materialize.

Chapter Five:
Case Study: Level(3) Communications

5 . 1 Introduction

The following case study examines and analyzes the business practices of Level(3)
Communications. a telecommunication concern that operates as a carrier's carrier. This
case also demonstrates the effects of industry deregulation, the emergence of innovative

ideas, and the resultant business models at work. In other words, this case study is part of

a larger response to the initial research question posed in the first chapter1. The primary
reasons for choosing Level(3) Communications as the topic of choice for this case study

can be summarized as follows:
the company's business practices encompass all of the models discussed in
Chapter Four,
the company was launched after the passage of the Te~ecomm~ication
Act of
1996;

both financially and operationally, the company's business plan has proved
successfid;
the rationale behind the launch of the company has contributed to more
competition in the market place;
the company is well regarded among industry professionals and financial analysts.

The data collection for this case study primarily involved intmriews with company
executives. The executives interviewed for this study are: Dr. Robert Feuerstein, Senior
Network Architect, Michael Strickland, Director of Long-haulHaul Optics, Darren Kelly,
Senior Director of Transport Group, and James Crowe, the company's Chief Executive

'

What am the key drivers of innovation in the emergence of new broadband communication platforms in
an increasingly competitive North American telecommuaications industry?

Officer. AU interviews w m conducted over the phone. Company executives were chosen
for the interviews because the pertinent infixmation needed for the case study was within
their easy reach. They were also chosen because they could provide reliable information

on the company's business operations. Information available on the company's website
was another helpful source.

Headquartered hi Broomfield, Colorado near Denver, Ltvel(3) Communications is a
carrier's carrier with extensive fiber optic networks in the United States, Western Europe.

and parts of Asia The company is publicly traded on the NASDAQ stock exchange

under the symbol LVLT and has about six thousand empoloyees Level(3) offers a wide
selection of optical-based services including broadband transport, co-location services,
submarine transmission services, and the industry's first sofrwitch-based services. The
latter is part of the company's IP-based package of services. According to Darren Kelly.

Senior Director at the company's Transport Group, Level(3) has captured 13per cent of
market share in softswitch services in the US, the largest in the industry.
Level(3) customers deliver services over the company's optical network. Level(3) is
gaining market share in the carria's carrier space at a relatively rapid pace. while at the

same time building its global optical communications network Revenues rose to

.

USDS825 million in 2000 from USDS200 the year before Revenues were expeckd to
double again in 2001 to a projected USDSl.7 billion - a recent compound annual growth

rate (CAGR)of about 110 per cent .

Upon completion, Level(3)'s network will consist of 24,000 miles of fiber route

(38620km),connecting 50 cities acmss the US, and 21 cities in Europe and Asia (ORMS

To&, June 2000). The company has also 15,000 (24135km)miles of rights-of-way
secured along US railroad tracks.
Level(3) Communications was founded in 1997 by James Cmwe, the company's
present Chief Executive Officer. Kiewit Sons' Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of Peter
Kiewit Sons'1nc2.,was instrumental in the realization of Crowe's communication

aspirations. In 1988, Kiewit helped Crowe found MetropoIitan FherSystems (MFS),
then a competitive access provider (c-.

After taking MFS public in 1993 and raising

USDSl.4 billion, Crowe acquired Uunet Technologies, the largest ISP in the world, for
USD$2 billion. Later in a USD$14 billion deal in 1996, Crowe eventually sold the
combined Uunet-MFS to WorldCam (ORMS Today,Ibid). For a period of time Crowe
shared WorldComTschairmanship with Bernie Ebbem, the Edmonton-born Canadian who
still serves as the company's Chairman.
With USD$4 billion cash, James Crowe overhauled Kiewit Sons' communication

services group and turned it into a new communication carrier and n a w d it Level(3)
Communications. According to James Crowe, the name of the company refers to the first
three layers in the protocol stack of the Open System Interconnection (OSI) model.

Level(3) is still considered the best-funded startup in the history of American
telecommunications. But today Level(3) is no longer just a startup. The company has
received funding in five pn-planned stages. According to both James Crowe and Michael
Strickland (Senior Director of long-haul optics transport), today Level(3) has USDS14
peter Kiewit SOW*Im is a 115-yur-dd construction, mining, information savices, and communkations
company hcadquartcrcd in Omaha, Nebraska (www.kiewit.com).
See Chapter Two for a brief discussion on CAPs

'

billion in cash, which it intends to spend on the construction of its global network By
spending the latter figure Level(3) expects to become a revenue focused company.The
North American portion of its network buildout alone has been more than USDS3.5
billion.
Greg m i , former Microsoft Chief Financial Officer and the present 0 at

360Networks, another global carrier's carrier, credits Crowe with being the first to see
how deeply the Internet would eventually change the economics of telecoms. Maffei

assem that "what Intel did was drop the cost of a compute cycle at a pace that no other
company could match; Cisco did the same to the cost of a muter port; and Level(3)'s
ambition is to push down the cost of a unit of bandwidth on a long-haul communications
network faster than anyone else in its industry" (ORMS Todqy,aid).
Dr. Robert Feuerstein, Senior Network Architect at Leve1(3), states that since its
launch, the company has undercut the LLECs' pricing scheme considerably. Feuerstein

further indicates that his company only sells high-bandwidth services on a wholesale
basis to carriers, ISPs and large enterprise customers. Level(3)'s biggest competitors in
the industry are Metromedia Fiber Networks

based in White Plains, New York,

Williams Communicationsbased in Omaha,Nebraska, Qwest Communications based in
Denver, Colorado and Global Crossing based in Bennuda.
Level(3) uses single mode fiber from Corning, the world's largest maker of optical
fiber, and remains among Coming's biggest customers. In October 2000, Level(3)
expanded considerably its orders from Coming (US Warburg, October 2000), fuaher
indicating the company's aggressive network build out strategy.

Level(3) Communications' long-haul nemork consists of eight SONET rings,

passing through 50 cities across the U.S.A new SONET ring is expected to be added to
the cumnt architecture by the end of the first quarter of 2001. Level(3) uses DWDM

technology extensively, particularly in its long- haul network. Its menopolitan network
consists of series of rings. Metro rings pass through densely populated sections in
metropolitan areas, where most businesses are coi~centrated

In larger metropolitan areas like New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles, Level(3) has
a number of what Strickland calls "collector rings." Collector rings have a subsidiary
collector node, very similar to gateways in fonn and function though smaller in scale,
which interconnect two or more rings.

Fimue 5.1: Levd(3) US Network

What is significant about Level(3)'s network is that it is multi-conduit. A multi-

conduit optical network contains more than one conduit, which enables the carrier to have

a continually upgradeable network. It also prevents the carrier from experiencing fiber
exhaust, which means running out of transmission capacity in a conduit. As part of its

business plan, Level(3) places ducts for future growth and future fiber types. The
company has exclusive agreement with Coming to provide it with its latest LE&
products. For its metropolitan network buildout, for example, Level(3) uses Corning's
Metrocor single mode fiber, a type of fiber specifically customized for the launch of

DWDM-based senices in metropolitan markets.

In the long-haul portion of its network, Level(3) has 12 conduits in place, while its
metropolitan netborks contain up to eight conduits. ~ u r i n gthe initial launch of its longhaul network, based on the cities that the company passed through,its fibercounts was
anywhere fYom 72 to 216 strands in a single conduit. And in the metro market, the fibercount is expanded from 144 strands up to 864 (Strickland). Strickland states that the
fiber-count in metropolitan markets depends on the number of building in that particular
metropolitan area and the number of fibers needed for a particular building.
In addition. Level(3) has a significant undersea cable as part of its global optical

network. Project Yellow is the name of Level(3)'s undersea cable operations. Tyco
International was the company responsible for building the installations and laying the
suboaanic portion of Level(3)'s optical cable. According to Strickland, the suboceanic

4

LEAF is the name of Corning's flagship optical fiber product. Its latest version. E-LEAF,has been
recently deployed by Level(3) Communications.Corning's LEAF competes directly with Lucent's
Tmewave optical fiber products.
Fiber-count ref= to the number of strands of optical fiber in a single conduit

'

portion of the network stretches from New York to the west coast of the United Kingdom
and has tarestrial parts into New York City in the US and London in the UK.
Level(3) also has network construction in Europe and Asia There are two long-haul

rings in Europe,with another one planned for consrm~tionin 2001.The two existing

European rings comect most of northern Empe and the third will go to southern part of
the continent passing Milan in Italy. As fm Asia, there is one long-haul connection

between Japan and Hong Kong, which will become a full ring sometime in 2001. The
Asian ring will include Taipei and Seoul as well. There are also plans in the works for

fbrther expansion in Asia to include parts of Australia Feumtein did not provide any

date for the completion of those portions of the Asian network.

Figure 5.2: Lcvel(3) European Networkl'he Project Yellow portion of Level(3)'s global architecture.

5.4

Product.

aad Seuvicem

As a company conducting business -1y

in a canier's carrier space, Level(3)

provides communications inf3astructure to data-intensive customers mainly in the form of

leased IRU fiber. Strickland describes Level(3)'s core business model as "selling dark

fiber to customer companies in order to enable their network to serve more customers.

Our customers are primarily web-centric businesses, cadets, CLECs, and sometimes
ILECs. Not all of Level33 customers have the same business plan; they go after different
customers like businesses in metropolitan areas and residential customers". Level(3) does
offer wavelength services. The following takes a closer look into Level(3)'s services.
Level(3)'s communication d c e s are broken down into two main categories:

transport services;
IP Colocation, which includes Crossrod.

5.4

(a) Transport Senrice8

Transport services make up the most critical part of Level(3)'s portfolio of
communication smrices and generate the bulk of the company's revenue. Transport
s e ~ c eare
s offered under the brand name (3)Lin.kGlobal Transport Services, which
include (3)Link Dark Fiber, (3)Link Private Line, and (3)Link Global Wavelength.
Optical dark fiber is usually leased on a 10- or 20-year term. Once the customer buys the

IRU fiber, it is responsible for installing the optical equipment at its end/f&ty.

Upon

customer request, Level(3) installs the equipment at the CPE.It also provides consulting
to its customers on issues regarding network and equipment needs.

Each customer must carefully decide whether it should lease dark fiber or lease
lambda. This decision clearly depends on how much capacity they need. The following

table illustrates how customers' bandwidth needs affect transport service types they
receive from bvel(3):
Tabk 5.1

IRUDarkFiber

Leased WavelengWLambda

At least 150 Gigabits of

Less than 50 Gigabits of

bandwidth and more

bandwidth and up to 100

Gigabits

According to Dr. Feuerstein, within the company's portfolio of transport services,
unprotected wavelength remains the most popular product because it is the most
affordable. But in that case the customer needs to provide hisher own protection and
management since Level(3) does not provide SONET overhead for this kind of service.
Wavelengths are sold as a separate product and offered at minimum speeds of OC-48
and OC-192 over Level(3)-owned optical fiber. Offering wavelengths at these speeds is

almost universal among the carrier's carriers in the industry, because offering wavelength
at lower than OC-48 rates is not economical given the high costs associated with buying

and maintaining opto-elecaonics equipment.
There are two parts to offering leasad l a m b :

via an initial optical equipment tun-up fee, which helps cover the cost of
installing equipment;
a via a monthly fee that depends on bandwidth consumption ranging from O C 4 8
(2.SGbps) to OC-192 (10Gbps).

a

BLECs increasingly are becoming Level(3)'s carrier customers. In wiring up
metropolitan markets with its optical infhtructure, Level(3) targets buildings in
metropolitan areas that consume traffic at least at 042-48 or more levels of bandwidth. It
then provides access to its infrastructure for those broadband access providers (or
BLECs) that target these multi-tenant buildings.

Unlike its main competitor, MFN, Level(3) does not offer wavelength services over
IRU dark fiber. Customers are responsible for the creation of lambdas on the fiber leased
fnw Level(3). Level(3) does not add optbelectronics to m a t e wavelength for the

customer. However, if the wavelength already exists on the customer's fiber they can hire
Level(3) to maintain it. The pricing is cost out on a per-mile basis with a minimum
charge for 300 miles of distance. If a customer is connecting two cities that are less than
300 miles apart it still pays the minimum rate. Most customers prefer to buy multiple
wavelengths. Like any other business, there are different discount levels depending on
how much bandwidth a customer buys. Due to confidentiality, Dr. Feuerstein could not
provide the pricing scheme for wavelength services but said that most of the time it is
negotiated on an individual basis.

5.4 (b) IP Colocationt

Cromazoads

IP Colocation incorporates a suite of services that includes Internet access, voice
over IP (VOIP), and other IP-based broadband services catered to IP-intensive
companies. These services are bundled together under the brand name Crossroodr.The
Intemet access is provided over the company's Internet gateways and Level(3)swned
"co-lo" facilities. The important feature about Level(3)'s co-lo facilities is that they
provide space to Level(3) customers and comect them to the Internet via Level(3)'s
Intemet gateways located at these co-lo facilities. These co-lo facilities, therefore, are
different fromthird-party co-lo companies like CO-lo.com6.
VOIP services are offered under the brand name (3)Voice.This service sedessly

integrates Level(3)'s enhanced all IP network with traditional circuit-switched networks

to provide a highquality, cost-efficient solution for routing voice traffic (company
website). In (3)Voice. calls are delivered to a Level(3) gateway, where a protocol
conversion device converts the PSTN circuit-switched calls into IP protocol. The calls are
then delivered via the Level(3) network to a Level(3) media gateway nearest to the
destination of the calls. Using softswitch technology at its media gateways, Level(3)
converts the calls and their signaling from IP back to SS7, the traditional PSTN signaling

-

-

Third party co-lo companies arc also known as neutral -10 companies. For more on co-location sa
Chapter Four under the section "Co-location: More Space for More Canim''.

it

format. The tenninating point could be a local exchange carrier (LEC), an international
camer, a P'IT, or a private &mination facility.

To a certain extent, Level(3) does manage customer networks. It offers WAN
services as well as remote hand (outsourcing) where the company's operation force in the

field provides the hands-on daily maintenance of networks for other companies. Upon
customer request, it provides management of electronics and opaonics for customers in
addition to equipment maintenance. Strickland believes that this will be one of the areas
in which Level(3) will be strong. Level(3) does not lease opto-electronic equipment to

any customer. The customer buys the opto-electronic equipment from a vendor once they
purchase dark fiber from Level(3). But they can hire Level(3) to be their operational and

maintenance force.

The dynamics behind the emergence of successfbl companies like Level(3)
Communicationscan be attributed to three critical and interdependent factors:

a

government-induced deregulation;
appropriate business environment for the development of market-based standards;
demand for new communication services.

In response to changes in the global economy and to the interdependence of
economic poles, regulatory W e s in North America have opened up the critical sector of
telecommunications to competition. A critical feahrce in this opening up to competition
has been the removal (at least theoretically) of a stranglehold on the provisioning of an

array of communication services to both businesses and consumers. However, it is
important to note that this stranglehold still exists in many areas, particularly in the
residential sector.

The development of new ideas, business models, and technologies has been spurred
by the development of markets conducive to innovation. This became possible when
governments took moves towards deregulation. But one should not conclude that
governments have been the engines of innovation and growth in the last decade of
economic expansion. The result of government-induced deregulation was the
development of an environment conducive to the emerging of market-based standards
and protocols in telecommunications.
Worts in the private sector to develop market-based standards have always faced
competition from government-sponsored, central planning bodies. Often the process of
central planning has been defended as being predictable, elegant, and unifying. In
contrast, market-based standards have usually been regarded as sloppy, messy, and risky
(Crowe). Central planning bodies have operated by inviting competitors and participants
from governments to meet at national or international standards bodies (e.g. International

Telecommunication Union-llV)

to negotiate the direction of standads into the future.

In fact, the OSI model is an example of this process.

But as Crowe points out, competition between govemment-sponsored bodies and
market forces reached a critical point with the advent of World Wide Web in the early
1990s. Crowe emphasizes how over the past 15 years market-based forces always moved
more quickly than the central planning standards. He further argues that competition was
heightened with the emergence of the Intemet and eventually market forces emerged
victorious. This victory was assured with the birth of Ciena Corp.
Crowe aptly cites two developments that can be considered crucial moments in the
history of communications in North America:

the introduction of hypertext xnarkup language (HTML);
the introduction of what is known today as dense wavelength division
multiplexing (DWDM)' in 1996by the Linthicum, Maryland-based Ciena
Corporation, at the time a startup.

These, according to Crowe, were the start of KU's loss of control over the standards
process. It was reinforced by the growing role of VCs (venture capital finns), which
remain at the very heart of the market-based technology development process.
On the state of competition in the local loop market, Crowe believes the second wave

of competition led by metro carrier's carriers and BLECs have a much better chance than
their pRdecessors defined by CLECs. He attributes this rosy prospect to the ability of
these companies to bypass RBOC central offices, and thereby much of the
interconnection laws sanctioned by the FCC in 1996.
On the kture of RBOCs in the US (also closeIy related to Canadian incumbents),

Crowe argues that they will become increasingly consumeroriented s e ~ c ecompanies.
s

He further argues that they have not demonstrated any capability to innovate at the

'More infirmation on DWDM technology is available in Chapter Four under ''Fiber Optic Technologiesat
a Glance**.

network level in a way that wodd make them competitive in a market-based
environment. Crowe believes that, eventually, technology sawy startups will introduce a
market-based technology in the local loop that would cause RBOCs and other ILECs
enormous difficulty.
Even though Crowe's argument is a plausible one. it remains to be seen if the
RBOCs will be allowed to provide data services to business customers outside their
operating regions. This is already happening in Canada. But such a deve10pment in the
US could result in the emergence of a new round of competition for corporate data

services and put Level(3) and similar companies in a more defensive mode.

Level(3) Communications has based its business philosophy on the capability of the
marketplace to bring about innovation at the network level, thereby enabling availability
of more bandwidth at lower costs. It is the company executives' hopes to not only
transform the economics of telecommunications in the =Nice provider sector, but also to
create value for their shareholders in the way Cisco, Microsoft, and Ciena have done

-

though the latter goal could prove an uphill challenge in today's convoluted markets.
Level(3) has adopted an innovative business plan that has contributed to the
reduction of bandwidth cost across the board in the industry. The company's business
plan is based on price elasticity, stating that every rim the price of bandwidth falls by
one per cent the carrier will generate two per cent more customers for that bandwidth. So
the cheaper the cost of bandwidth to end-users, the more end users are won as customers.

Therefore, the carrier maintains profitability as long as it has the capability to provide a
greater amount of service to those customers.
The success of Level(3)'s business plan is indicative of the availability of an
untapped, hidden demand for new and innovative s e ~ c e in
s telecommunications
industry. The markets for leased lambda services, optical dark fiber and associated
products demonstrate how seriously demand has grown for new approaches to the
delivery of communication services.
Drawing a picture on the future state of wavelength services, Strickland asserts that
the industry will witness situations where wavelengths would be used for entry into new

markets. Carriers or large enterprise customers would go to a carrier's carrier like
Level(3) to penetrate a region where they have no presence and network infhstructure.
Such customers might want to offer the same services in new markets that they offer in
their existing markets. What they could do is buy wavelength from the likes of Level(3)

to launch senrice in that targeted market and gauge their chances to see if their business
would be a success. This allows them to evaluate their strategic goals in that particular
market and decide whether they should later embark on building a new network there. On
the benefits of such a model,Strickland reiterates Bill St. Amaud's statement that the
customer does not bear the same commitments and responsibilities associated with IRU
leased dark fiber.
As Level(3) Communications moves toward becoming a cash-flow positive
company, at which point it would be consided mature, an important factor needs to be
taken into account for its successful operation: differentiation from competitors. Given
the rise in the number of carrier's carriers in the U.S., a customer would desire its carrier

to be able to handle its communication needs most effectively. At present, levcl(3)

enjoys that head start and market leademhip in this field. Some of the new carrier's
carriers that could emerge in the future as competitors to Level(3) include Velocita
(D.C.), Aerie Networks (Denver, CO.), and PetroNet (Denver, CO).
On the same note,Crowe emphasizes the importance of early entry into marketp1ace

for any technology company. H e states that what scans him most is the emergence of
Level(4) Communications, that is a company whose name is perhaps unknown but has a
good group of people and technology that can provide them with financing. That is

always what a competitor in the field of technology should worry about.

Chapter Six:

Conclusion
The design of information and communication networks including their technical and
organizational characteristics is a crucial determinant of whether stocks of codified
knowledge can be accessed and used in a variety of electronic forms.
(Mansell, 1997: 187)

In the course of this thesis, I have tried to map out fnsh perspectives on the profound
transformations that have taken place in North American telecommunications. To explain
the role of telecommunications in the &sip of the "new networked economy", my thesis

has tried to answer the following research question as posed in the fmt chaptm
Whnt are the key drivers of innovattatron
in the emergence of new broadband

convnunicationplat$ionnsin an increusingly competitive North American
telecommunications indiatry?

I have focused the above question mainly on the business and technological aspects
responsible for the dynamism in today's telecommunications. Here I regard the
implications of fiber optic technologies as a vehicle that has given birth to new business
models in the industry. And in covering developments in North American telecorn
industry my focus has been on Canada and the US. The above aspects have been largely
neglected by academic researchers whose attempts have primarily revolved around the
socio-political as well as cultural aspects of change in information technologies.

Therefore, by uncovering a different set of issues surrounding telecommunication
technologies, this research project hopes to have contributed to the available literature on

the impact of information technology.
In examining the above research question across the course of the past five chapters

-

this inquiry ha9 been able to identify five key drivers of innovation or change agents -

that together have been influential in bringing into being the emergence of brocrdbund
p l a t f o m (i-e. new business models respective to broadband services). These are:

+ demguhtion
2. judicial + divestiture ndings
3. business strategy + knowledge as a strategic resource
4. fhanciai + role of venture capital firm
5. technical + digitization and optid networks
1. legislative

In Chapter One, "Introduction", I sketched out the major &regulatory and technical

events in the industry over the past 20 years. For example, I mentioned the significance
of the AT&T Divestiture Act and its ramifications for long-distance and local exchange
sectors. Pointing to major issues and debates surrounding today's telecommu.nications
industry, Chapter One explained the significance of the above research question and its
relation to the development of a networked economy. I then highlighted the most relevant
topics chosen for discussion and analysis in this thesis and mapped out the thesis content
for the coming chapters.
Driver #1: legislative+ deregulation. In Chapter Two "Deregulation and
Competition", I expiored the process of how telecom entities evolved from public utilities

to commercial organizations, a transformation that was fueled largely by the
govemments' deregulatory policies. These deregulatory policies later led to the
emergence of a dynamic long-distance industry.

Driver #2: judicial

+ divestiture ruiings. Chapter Two looked at the natural

monopoly system and its development in Canada and the US. I described how
governments and businesses alike justified this system over decades to mate a single and

unified system of communication infhstructure. In addition, I demonstrated how
advances in communication technologies, notably microwave, threatened natural
monopoly of AT&T and eventually, with the help of the court of law, gave an end to its
decades-old stranglehold over telecommunication services.
This chapter also uncovered the role of digitization as a crucial technological shift in
the way telecom networks operate. This technology led to the development of a robust
signaling and network management system. However, these developments did not prove
to be strong enough incentives in themselves to stimulate competition in the market
place. In this chapter I briefly touched upon the main themes of the TelecornAct of 1996

in US and suggested how advances in technology, notably in the fiber optic sector, have
rendered parts of the Act's rulings obsolete (i.e. interconnection of competing networks;
co-location of communication equipment).
Chapter Two describes how deregulation in Canada affected the operations of
Canadian phone companies-hithertoconfined to certain provin-d

unleashed a

new wave of activities characterized by attacks into each other's turfs.

Driver #3: business strategy

+ knowledge as a strategic resource. Chapter Two

also examined the dynamics of competition in telecoms by taking into account two

alternative models of competition proposedby Robin Mansell: the 66idealist''and the
"strategicwmodels. Taking into account the above two models, Chapter Two concluded
that the presence of a large number of players in the market does not necessarily
guarantee a healthy and dynamic market place. Despite the presence of a large number of

players, the current telecom markets continue to be sensitive to the actions of a small

number of large companies. This pattern suggests that the strategic use of knowledge in
today's telecommunications industry can place a telecom entity (large or small) far ahead
of its competitors.

Driver #4: financial

+ role of venture capital firms. Chapter Three, "Innovation

in Today's Telecoms", was an examination and analysis of the main drivers behind
innovation. My research in this chapter uncovered that these drivers are mainly financial
in name led by venture capital firms (VCs). The chapter described how VCs interface
with new technology companies and maintain a highly interdependent relationship. While

this relationship is less dynamic in Canada than in the US, the chapter points to the role

of provincial governments in Canada in the introduction and deployment of broadband
technologies. Despite being the target of criticism by some industry observers. provincial
governments in Canada have been increasingly active in the development and adoption of
broadband communication technologies. However, this chapter indicated that many
Canadian start-ups have been able to fund their business operations successfkdly by the
financial support of American VCs.
Another important finding in Chapter Three concerned the segmentation of

telecommunications industry both in service provision and equipment manufacturing
sectors. In recent years, each of these sectors has become segmented into smaller

subsectors funded by VCs, a development that has profoundly transformed how service

providers and equipment vendors conduct business and relate to each other.

Expounding on the effects of what Christensen calls sustaining and disruptive
innovative technologies, Chapter Three revealed important challenges and opportunities
faced by both established and emerging competitive firms in conforming to technological
change. Drawing on the views of industry experts and those involved in the VC markets,
Chapter Three concluded that the influence of VC-funded innovations plays out over a

long time and that VCs will continue to be one of the main engines of innovation in an
emerging networked economy.

Driver #5: technical

+ digitizationand optical networks. As the cornerstone of

my thesis, Chapter Four, " Emerging Broadband Platforms: Optics to the Edge", analyzed

some of the fundamental changes in North American telecommunications at the
infhstructure level that have led to the birth of new business models for broadband--what I refer to as broadbandp&fiom.The chapter focused on fiber optics technology as

the overarching factor in bringing about irhutructural changes in the industry. The
resultant new business models are primarily those of darkfiber, leased wovelength, ond
co-locdon+ach

of them acting as a pladorm for the launch of numerous broadband

communication services.
Chapter Four sheds important light on the implications that these new models entail

for North American incumbent carriers as well as enterprise customers. It presents a
debate reflecting the views and criticisms of professionals in the industry about the

impact of innovative technologies in telecommunications on traditional models of
telecommunications as we know them today.

In order to better understand the current transformations in North American
telecommunications, I carried out a number of interviews, most of which reflected in this
chapter. These interviews were mostly conducted over the phone and opened a broad and
rich scope of views on the dynamics of change in telecommunications. Moreover, the
data gathered from prof~ssionalresearch firms supported my arguments about the impact

of broadband communications and the crucial role of optical technologies in their
development.
An important finding in Chapter Four concerned the relation between demand

elasticity and growth in bandwidth. To reiterate, demand elasticity is the degrez to which
a percentage change in price leads to a cmesponding percentage change in market

demand. What I discovered here was that the growth in the number of DWDM channels
,
could undermine demand elasticity in the growth of bandwidth-rich s e ~ c e sputting
communication service providers under immense financial pressure. I then suggested that
this potential anomaly in bandwidth price reduction and demand for bandwidth-intensive
applications could be staved off by greater availability of optical infrastructure in
metropolitan and residential markets.
Chapter Four contextdized the differences between the way new business models
have been introduced in Canada vis-8-vis the US. I argued here that in the US context, the

widespread availability of risk capital has enabled the emergence of various new service
providers that offer optical-based broadband s e ~ c e sIn
. contrast, in Canada, where

access to risk capital is very limited, the majority of support has come from government
and government-supported agencies like CANARlE.

Chapter Four also presented diverging viewpoints on what is known as the
bandwidth glut debate. Immense activities by a smorgasbord of communication service

providers to lay optical infrastructure (particularly in long-haul) have prompted some
industry obsemers to suggest that supply in bandwidth could soon surpass demand and
turn it into a cheap commodity. But Chapter Four disagrees with the above argument and

draws the conclusion that the prospect of bandwidth glut is highly unlikely. It is far more
expensive to light the fiber with optical equipment and turn the raw capacity into usable
bandwidth than it is to lay fiber in the first place.

In closing, Chapter Four offers an in-depth analysis of Metropolitan Area Networks
(MANS). As geographical enlargement of local area networks (LANs), MANs cover
portions of or a whole metropolitan area. They are characterized by their deployment and
utilization of latest fiber optic technologies. Chapter Four looks at the economic factors
influencing the development of MANs as weli as their implications for the evolution of a
truly broadband environment.
Chapter Five, "Case Study: Level(3) Communications", takes a look at a firm in
which all three of the above broadband pladorms (i.e. dark fiber, leased wavelength, co-

location) are at work. It illustrates how an organization benefits from the effects of
industry deregulation, the emergence of innovative ideas, and the use of advanced optical
technologies. My conversations with some of the company's top executives provided
further guidance into the company's operations and its plans to attain its long-term
strategic goals in an increasingly competitive telecom market. These interviews also
enabled me to better examine the company's business policies with regard to dark fiber

and leased lambda transport moQls. They also helped me analyze how emerging nextgeneration telcos influence the delivery and pricing of bandwidth in the market place.

The case study exemplifies how market forces have prevailed over government-led

central planning bodies in the development of protocols and standards.This finding
M e r underlines the role of VCs in the development of new technologies and marketbased standards. Therefore, any decrease in the role of VCs can be rightly regarded as
fewer chances for new business ideas to flourish.

6.2 The Long Road Ahead

Despite significant changes in North American telecommunications, the development
of broadband networks - which would provide the fundamental grounds for a networked
economy - are still in their infancy stage. There are enormous technical as well as
regulatory challenges that need to be overcome. Some of the main challenges include:

imbalance in the optical infhtnrcture between long haul and metropolitan
networks;
migration from IPv4 to IPv6;
conformity of the existing regulatory regime to changes in technology.

One of the main technical challenges today entails the elimination of a serious
imbalance in the availability of raw bandwidth between long-haul and metropolitan

networks. This imbalance has prompted many skeptics to declare the arrival of a
bandwidth glut, disregarding the fact that the penetration of optics still remains relatively
undeveloped in both metropolitan and residential markets.

Enterprise customers--despite growing sophistication in their communication
needs-still rely on the traditional T1 family of transport smites. These services are
well established, well managed. but are offered at expensive prices (paxticularly in

Canada). Also, they are barely sufficient for bandwidth-intensive applications that are
suitable for mid- and large-sized customers.

Another equally crucial deveIopment in-waiting is the introduction of a new
generation of Internet Protocol (IP) that will offer unlimited Internet addresses as Internet
traffic continues to grow. The industry hopes that this new version of IP-so-called

I h r b w i l l replace Pv4, the current generation of IP in use. According to Vint Cerfwho, with his colleague Robert Kahn, devised the Internet's original architecture in the
1970s-two challenges stand out in this area. "First, the growing shortage of addresses
needs to be dealt with. Second, telecom networks need to be scaled up to cope with faster

comections in an efficient manner. The reason these two problems are so important is
that unless they are fixed properly, the " e n d - t ~ n d "principle on which the Internet was

founded could be under threat. And that could have serious repercussions" (Economist,
March 22,2001).
On the regulatory side of things,the industry is in dire need of upgrading the existing

legislation to catch up with technical changes that have taken place since the Telecom A a
of 19% was passed into law. For example, both the FCC and the CRTC need to clarify

their stance on laws governing the deployment of broadband technologies to multi-

dwelling building~in metropolitan areas. Also in seriousneed of modification are the
ways in which competing networks from ILECs and CLECs are regulated. This is

particularly important in the light of the recent plunge of CLECs and immense activities

in the deployment of optical infhstructum in metropolitan areas.
6.3 The TmTacoaa Malairno

The chorus of hapless telecommunication companies that have seen their profits fall
precipitously o v a the past year reflects an irony about long-standing prosperity:

unlimited investment in unlimited opportunities could entrap a firm in a financial
qu;igmire-

Accounting irregularities and mismanagement in giants like Lucent Technologies
were not the only problems in the telecoms industry over the past year. Enormous capital

investment by both established financial institutions and VCs in all sectors of
telecommunications- fiber optic networks, wireless systems, and new local exchange

carriers-resulted in the binh of many new players. These emergent players consumed
enormous sums of private capital without delivering concrete results to the investment
community. From 1996 to date, new local communications carriers-both CLECs and
next generation-have

invested more than SUSDSO billion in new network idhstructure.

In the same period, communication carziers over all have raised about SUSD177 billion
of capital (New York Times, April 22.2001). On the other hand, merger and acquisition
(MBtA) spree by large carriers lik.AT&T has been significant in contributing to the

current slowdown. In the latter development, large camers spent tens of billions of
dollars on acquiring smaller established carriers to prepare themselves for competition
that was coming from emerging CLECs and next generation telcos. This left acquiring

carriers with the huge task of network integration and system upgrade, which, as in the

case of AT&T, put them under further financial pressure. The overall result was a slow
pace in execution that eventually prompted Wall Street to pull the plug on such M a .
Under pressure from impatient investors and board members, in fall of 2000, AT&T
announced that it intended to split the company into three companies with four separate
stocks

-one each for its wireless. cable, business and consumer operations (New York

Times,April 22,2001).
As Floyd Noms of Nov York Times puts it in context, "price competition becaw

rampant in many areas of the industry, which was good news for customers but not for
the provi&rs or their creditors. Demand kept growing, but not rapidly enough to keep up
with supply" (Nrw York Tines. February 16,2001). A case in point has been the carrier's

carrier sector, where a large number of VC-funded players have been active in installing
fiber in metropolitan markets-sometimes a number of them in the same market.
Put another, two factors can be considered chiefly responsible for the c u m n t dramatic
slowdown in te1ecommunication markets. These two factors encompass the developments
described above:

a severe imbalance in ratio of capital expenditure to revenue among all classes of
caniers, both incumbent and next generation;
a backlog of inventory excess by the makers of communication equipment.

For telecom markets to see their fortune turn around, the imbalance in ratios of
spending to revenue needs to go back to the level where massive spending began. This
should happen vis-a-vis a reduction in the inventories of communication equipment
manufacturers. At least a nine-month to a one-year time fnune is needed for telecom

markets to gather momentum. But any positive change would not entail a return to rosy
days of untrammeled growth in stock prices, or another round of massive billiondollar
investment in celebration of the arrival of the Internet age.
It is important to note that regulators (particularly American) partly bear the
responsibility for the current downturn, if not meltdown', in the high-tech industry. Over
the past five years, regulators in Washington blocked a series of mergers that could have

led to a speedier consolidation of the industry and to a more competitive landscape. Such
consolidation would have created a new block of incumbents with a much clearer
strategy in mind to upgrade their infrastructure. For example, the FCC blocked.
a

Bell Atlantic from merging with TCI (at the time the biggest cable TV carrier);
AT&T with SBC;

a

Bell South from acquiring Sprint (Wdl Sheet Journal. September 27,2000).

Opposition from regulators at both local and federal levels significantly impeded the pace
of consolidation in the industry.
What is ironic about regulatory opposition to mergers is that the same regulators that
adopted full deregulation of telecommunications failed to realize that full-deregulation
entails consolidation of all sub-sectors of the industry. Realization of the above failed
mergers between mainly RBOCs and E C s (long-distance carriers) would have been
essential in eliminating the existing duplicate network architecture-long-distance and
local exchange. The negative impact of putting roadblocks against the process of

consolidation has been the loss of months and years of precious time.

'

-

-

Of the 1,262 companies that went public b r n 1998 through the end of 2000, the shares of 152. or 12
percent, can now be bought for less than a dollar (New York I"uncs, April 15,2001).

The next three years will be crucial in determining the shape of new
.
telecommunications in North America and the resulting broadband i n h s t ~ c t u r eBy
then, the industry will undoubtedly have overcome its present malaise and will be poised
for a new round of growth followed by a new round of M&As. Most M&As will be
mainly in the communication equipment manufacturing sector, as high-tech bellwethers

like Cisco and Nortel will have digested their restructuring plansand be prepared for new

R&D spending.

In the service provision sector, it is likely that the industry will undergo massive
consolidation. This wave of consolidation will likely involve largely metro-centric
carriers, both facility-based and non-facility-based. The main benefit of consolidation in

this sector will be to avoid bandwidth from becoming a cheap commodity.It might also
help eliminate existing mismanagement at some incompetent carrim that have

demonstrated little expertise in executing on their business plan. Consolidation in the
carrier's carrier sector will help the industry realize who is against whom in the long nm.

This will also help the industry to mevaluate some of the common strategies in offering
broadband communication services. One such fondly held strategy has been service
bundling.
Since the full deregulation of telecom markets, the bundling of a panoply of
communication services gained currency as an important business theme among almost

all telecom carriers. The rationale behind offaing bundled services-local

long-distance, and high-speed Internet-was

telephony,

that customers would benefit h m the

convenience of receiving all their communication needs on a single bill and from a single
service provider. For the consumer market, this strategy is more plausible since
consumers generally do not want the hassle of dealing with numerous bills b r n a variety
of service providers.
But the same strategy for corporate customers could prove ill-fated. Increasingly,
business customers prefer to receive communication services from a number of service
providers rather than making themselves captivated to one single canier. By diversifying
their communication resources,business customers can reduce the risk of becoming
digitally stranded should the service provider's network fail. Offering bundled services is

a strategy on which companies We TELUS and Bell Canada have been concentrating
their efforts. There is an important point about this strategy when it comes to targeting
corporate customers: just as telecom carriers avoid relying on a single telecom equipment
vendor in building out network and designing new operation support systems2(OSS),
enterprise customers will be equally in a better position to diversify their communication
resources. This also encourages competition in the service provider sector.

The next three years will be equally crucial whether competition will arrive in local
exchange markets, residential sector in particular. To date, all the efforts by both
ngulators and entrepreneurs in the industry have failed to replicate the success of longdistance competition in local exchange markets. This will be one of the most important

2

Systems that perform management, inventory,engineering, planning, and repair bctions for tclccom

carriers.

and perhaps the last fiontier in broadband communications that requires enormous effort
and attention.

6.5

nt-a

D i r m c t i a r u for R a 8 0 ~ c h

Telecommunications is the most imp-t

hhstructure of the information age and

fundamental to realization of an information society. A robust and advanced
communication infrastructure enables countries to have a more competitive place in
today's global economy where trade barriers are crumbling at an unprecedented pace.
Melody (1997: 490) rightly argues that "the growth of electronic services as a distinct
- component of the information infkastructure has provided an avenue for the design of

new services that am more responsive

users". He then suggests that "soundly b

the specific needs and demands of particular

d public policy direction and effective

telecom regulation can increase the possibilities for benefit, reduce the risks of loss and
harm, and ensure that the implications for all sectom of society are considered, as steps

towards an information society are taken" (Ibid).

As mentioned prior, expansion of broadband services (telephony, data, and video)
into residential markets remains a challenge that needs adequate research by academia as
well as private industry. Research in this area is directly related to issues surrounding the

last mile3problem. The LEC-

owners of the last mile and dominant providers of

.-

Thc last milc has traditionally used c o p p e r - b d telephone wire or coaxial cable.

communication services-still generate the bulk of their revenue from voice
communications coming mainly from residential customers.
The development of advanced broadband technologies in residential markets would
bring about a true convergence of Internet and broadcasting industries. This, of course,

quires the deeper penetration of optical technologies into residential neighborhoods,
which at this time remains a very expensive business proposition. This thesis advises the
ILECs to participate in research on the development of broadband technologies for
residential markets. This RBtD would secure them a role in the convergence of the above-

mentioned sectors. Failing to participate in and contribute to research in this area could
cost the ILECs loss of sigmficant revenue and thus a place in the convergence game.

There are already large c d e r s , ILECs and otherwise, that are active in the development
of optical broadband communication services for residential markets.
The Full Service Access Network (FSAN) initiative is the definitive global model

under development by carriers and telecom equipment vendors to provide a framework
for close-in fiber optic installations. Established in 1995, FSAN studies the feasibility of
extending optical fiber technology closer to residential neighborhoods. It is backed by
some of the most powerful industry players. including such ILECs as SBC

Communications, Deutsche Telekom, and Qwest Communications. The total number of
telephony lines operated by FSAN carrier members is more than 310 million (CIR,
Summer 2000: 18). There is no Canadian ILEC member of FSAN.

Canadian researchers should take the oppor&unityin launching major research
projects to study the technical and policy issues concerning full penetration of optical
technologies into Canadian residential markets. Participation of leading Canadian carriers

(i.e. Bell and TELUS) in such research projects will certainly be a valuable advantage

and can contribute greatly to finding and developing costeffective solutions. Another
important area of research that was not taken up in this thesis is broadband wireless. This
particular area is still in its infancy stage and has the potmtial to emerge as a viable

broadband platform.

Research in the above arcas benefits consumers and the industry participants dike. It
will also help avoid gaps in the development of broadband communication services

between corporate and resihntial sectors. One of the problems with Canadian academic
institutions is the lack of co-operation with private industry and resistance against
funding of research projects by the private sector. This lack of cooperation is an obstacle
that works against the flourishing of innovative ideas in Canadian academic institutions.

Cooperative research between academia and private industry coupled with

"soundly based public policy", to use Melody's words again, will open new vistas for the
development of a truly networked economy.
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ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode): A network technology for both local and wide
area networks (LANs and WANs) that supports real-time voice, video, and data.

BLEC (Building Local Exchange Carrier): A network service provider that partners with
real estate owners and managers in order to provide broadband services within an
apartment house or office building.

CAP (Competitive Access Provider): An organization that competes with the established
telecommunications provider in an area

CLEC (Competitive Local Exchange Carrier): An organization offering local telephony
and data services, mainly competing with established tekcom carriers.
CPE (Customer Remises Equipment): Communications equipment that resides on the
customer's premises.

CRTC (Canadian Rqdio-Television and Telecommunication Commission): Canada's
regulatory agency overseeing the country's communications industries including wired,
wireless, cable, radio, TV,and satellite. It is based in Hull,Ottawa in the province of
Ontario.
DSL (Digital Subscriber Line): A broadband technology that dramatically increases the
digital capacity of ordinary telephone lines (the local loops) into the home or office. It is
offered in a variety of flavors, each at a certain amount of bandwidth and speed.
DWDM (Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing): An optical technology that
dramatically increases the bandwidth capacity of optical networks by inserting optical
wavelength onto a strand of optical fiber.

FCC (Federal Communication Commission): The U.S.government agency that regulates
interstate and international communications including wired, wireless, cable, radio, W,
and satellite. It is based in Washington D.C.

FSAN (Full Service Access Network): An international initiative under development by
carriers and telecom equipment vendors to provide a framework for close-in fiber optic
installations.

EDFA (Erbium Do@

Fiber Amplifier): An amplifying technology in optical networking

that strengthens integrity of an optical signal over long distances without the need for
electrical regenerating. It was the first successful optical amplifier developed by Corning Corp.

ILEC (Incumbent Local Exchange Carrier): A traditionally dominant local phone
company such as Baby Bells in the U.S and provincial phone carriers in Canada

PI (Intelligent Network): The public switched telephone network architecture of the
1990s, which was developed by Bellcore (now Telcordia Technologies) and the lTU. It
was created to provide a variety of advanced telephony services such as 800 number

translation, local number portability (LNP), call forwarding, call screening and wireless
integration.

IRU (Indefeasible Right of Use): An agreement between a telecommunication carrier and
a customer in need of communication infkastructure that leases infrastructure fkom the
camer to conduct business over the leased infratructure for a certain period of time.
usually for 10-to 20-year lease periods.

LAN (Local Area Network): A communications network that serves users within a
confined geographical area. It is made up of servers, workstations, a network operating
system and a communications link.

MAN (Metropolitan Area Network): A communications network that covers a
geographic area such as a city or suburb. Today MANS are known for their advanced
optical infrastructure.

MDU (MultiDwelling Unit): A commercial or residential building with multiple offices
or apartments.
M'IW (Multi Tenant Unit): A building with multiple offices or apartments. MTUs are
more economical to target for installing DSL and other broadband links than singleoccupancy offices or houses.

OC (Optical Carrier): The transmission speeds defined in the SONET specification. OC
defines transmission within the optical, not electrical domain.
OEO (Optical Electrical Optical): A term that refers to network devices that convert
photonic transmission signals to electronic signals for switching purposes. It then
reconverts the signal back to light for output.

OPGW (Optical Ground Wire):An optical infrastructure deployment methodology that
involves installing fiber using electrical poles as opposed to installing it underground.

OSI (Open System Intercomection): A standard for worldwide communications that
defines a framework for implementing protocols in seven layers.
OSS (Operation Support System): Systems that perfom management, inventory,
engineering, planning, and repair functions for telecom carriers.

RBOC (Regional Bell W t i n g Company): The regional Bell telephone companies that
were spun off of AT&T by court order in 1984. Although some have since merged with

others, the initial seven companies were Nynex, Bell Atlantic, BellSouth, Southwestern
Bell, US West,Pacific Telesis and Ameritech.

SDH (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy): The European counterpart to SONET.See
SONET.
SONET (Synchronous Optical Network): A fiber-optic transmission system for highspeed digital traffic. Employed by telephone companies and common carriers in the mid
19805, SONET speeds range h m 51 Mbps to multiple Gbps. SONET is an intelligent
system that provides advanced network management and a standard optical interface. It
uses a self-healing ring architecture that is able to reroute traffic if a line goes down.
TDM (Time Division Multiplexing): A techn010g-y that transmits multiple signals
simultaneously over a single transmission path. Each lower-speed signal is time sliced
into one high-speed transmission.
UNEs (Unbundled Network Elements): A term coined by US regulators during the
design of the TelecomAct of 19%that refers to nehuork elements that ILECs are required
to open to their likely competitors. Opening of these elements was meant to speed up the
process of competition in the local loop.

